Petition to Reinstate NSHE Masking Requirement

**PETITION UPDATE: As of 8:25pm on Thursday, February 10th this petition has been opened up to anyone from any NSHE institution. It is our hope that we can provide a united front to the NSHE Board of Regents, expressing our deep concern with the repeal of the masking mandate.**

On the morning of Thursday, February 10th, Governor Sisolak ended the mask mandate in Nevada, effective immediately. During his press conference, he removed all masking requirements for schools. (https://www.reviewjournal.com/local/education/students-teachers-in-nevada-no-longer-will-need -to-wear-masks-2527402/). NSHE institutions quickly followed, lifting mask mandates the same day.

Many of us are concerned about the repercussions of eliminating the mask requirement at the collegiate level, and how lifting this requirement will impact our quality of work and life.

This is an open petition for anyone at any NSHE institution sponsored by the Nevada Graduate Student Workers. Nevada Graduate Student Workers is a collective of graduate assistants seeking to improve working conditions, based out of UNR. (Contact us: https://forms.gle/TWDmQySRbmWLjoKHA).

PETITION TO all NSHE leadership:

We the undersigned call on all NSHE leadership to keep the masking requirement in place through the Spring 2022 semester as long as the community transmission rate is substantial or higher, as reported by our county health districts/departments (1). This is in line with CDC guidelines for Institutions of Higher Education (2) and with practices at universities in other states that do not have statewide masking requirements, such as The University of Arizona (3) and the Ohio State University (4). In fact, The University of Arizona has seen a decrease in campus covid numbers since retaining their mask requirement (5).

This will enable us to have an in-person presence throughout the remainder of the Spring 2022 semester, as is clearly preferred by the majority of workers and attendees. Our petition was originally rooted in the safety and comfort of everyone at UNR, as well as the desire to limit the number of absences due to infection. We have since expanded our petition to be rooted in the safety and comfort for anyone at any NSHE institution, as we call on the Board of Regents for change.

[SCROLL DOWN past signatures to sign.]
1. https://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/0db36fa8fa9c47758bc38210e4c23818
3. https://covid19.arizona.edu/face-coverings
4. https://safeandhealthy.osu.edu/personal-protection-hygiene

**Signatures are added manually and updated frequently, please check back!**

SIGNED BY:

1. Kent Ervin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
2. Laura Brownell -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
3. Melissa Burnham -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
4. Ashley Marshall -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
5. William Evans -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
6. David Durham -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
7. Joseph Taglieber -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
8. Michael Blane -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
9. Lilly Whitehead -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
10. Kimberly Boehner -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts
11. Ellery Sills -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
12. Seth Cosimini -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
13. Eric Lehman -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
14. Sydnie Walters -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health
15. Louis Niebur -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
16. Bridget A. Walsh -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
17. Jen Lanterman -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
18. Eliza Grifall-Sabo -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
19. Tristan Beach -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
20. Sarah Mitchell -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
21. Hyun-Joo Jeon -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
22. Roxanne Piskel -- Classified Staff -- College of Science
23. Morgan Long -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
24. Christine Wallace -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation
25. Jenna A. Altherr Flores -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
26. Renata Keller -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
27. Joanne Mallari -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
28. Greta de Jong -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
29. Cynthia Lancaster -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
30. Benjamin Zober -- Rabbi to students and faculty -- Concerned citizen
31. Glen Prather -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
32. Hugh Shapiro -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
33. Dennis Cronan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
34. Leah Prescott -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
35. Miranda Sanford -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Liberal Arts
36. Casey Bell -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
37. Jenna Dewar -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
38. Victoria Harris -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
39. Johanne Albrigtsen -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
40. Meghan Trowbridge -- Classified Staff -- College of Science
41. Ari Grele -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
42. Akhila Gopal -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
43. Keane Flynn -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
44. Alina Evans -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
45. Robert Eugene del Carlo, Ph.D. -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
46. Ranae Zauner -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
47. Rachel Jackson -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
48. Russell Godkin -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
49. Jacob Kostuchowski -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
50. Nathan Byer -- Postdoctoral researcher -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
51. Phoebe Low -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
52. Virginia Heinen -- Postdoc (technically faculty) -- College of Science
53. Tessa Behnke -- Classified Staff -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
54. Emily Hobson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
55. Jamey McClinton -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
56. Kristen Broehl -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
57. Rochelle Tucker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
58. Alexander Laws -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
59. Chloe Collier -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
60. Christopher Knight -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
61. Quinn Dannies -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
62. Abigail Villa -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Medicine
63. Nick Bestor -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
64. Taylor Bradford -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
65. Jordan Gass -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
66. Connor Dandridge -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
67. Lilly Cleymaet -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
68. Tara Christensen -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
69. Eugene Park -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
70. Cassity Mega -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
71. Alexandra Coconis -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
72. Cody Reed -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
73. Rosemary Frederick -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
74. Kay Strain -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
75. Kelly Robinson -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
76. Robin Doolin -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
77. Isabelle Favre -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
78. Kate Conaway -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
79. Ivan Provinciato -- Graduate Student -- EECE
80. Trevor Faske -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
81. Shanon Taylor -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
82. Jennifer Heppner -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
83. Kathryn Uckele -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
84. Zachary Campbell -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
85. Alex Milham -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
86. Claire Williams -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
87. Linda Curcio -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
88. Guillermo Garcia Costoya -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
89. Rachel Huff -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Social Work
90. Michelle Hoover -- Graduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
91. Masoud A. Rostami -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
92. Madeleine Lohman -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
93. Behnaz Balmaki -- Postdoc -- College of Science
94. Kacey Fowler -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
95. Michael Clyne -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
96. Theron Harper -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
97. Todd Ruecker -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
98. Patrick Jackson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
99. Hannah Locher -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
100. Debbie Boehm -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
101. Farzaneh Ebrahimzadeh Holasu -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
102. Sarah Purdy -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
103. Kjerstin Gruys -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
104. Yueran Yang -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
105. Tin-Yau Tam -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
106. Jasen R Brooks MSN, RN, WCC, CNL -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Orvis School of Nursing
107. Angela Pitera -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
108. Ashley Cale -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
109. Natalie Garnett -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
110. Cami Allen -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts
111. Indigo Hinojos -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
112. Cecilia Brooke Cholka -- Community member -- Community
113. Lauren Benedict -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
114. Erin Stiles -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
115. Chris Wingard -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
116. Tania Leal (WLL, UNR) -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
117. Zelalem Bogale -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
118. Haleigh Fitzgerald -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
119. Geoffrey Smith -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
120. Adam -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
121. Vladimir Pravosudov -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
122. Natascha Boers -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
123. Jacque Ewing-Taylor -- Emerita -- School of Public Health
124. Daniel Cook -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Public Health
125. John Ostermiller -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
126. Hayley Carpenter -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
127. Louis Forline -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
128. Daniel Little -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
129. Erica Westhoff -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
130. Dana Rider -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
131. Mariana-Cecilia Velazquez -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
132. Carolyn White -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
133. Mauricia Feaster -- Alumna -- School of Public Health
134. Sara Hiwatari -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
135. Mikaela Rogozen-Soltar -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
136. Clark Norris -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
137. Alissa Surges -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
138. Felicia Perez -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
139. Ian M Hartshorn -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
140. Ulyses Dorantes -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
141. Tara Hartman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
142. James McSpadden -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
143. Haley Estipona -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
144. Monica K Miller -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
145. Jillian Luthy -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
146. Reagan Poston -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
147. Matthew Little -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
148. Danny Nielsen -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
149. Colleen Murray -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
150. Lydia Huerta -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
151. Jia Feng -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
152. Katharine Donelson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
153. Jennifer Willett -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Social Work
154. Benjamin Sonnenberg -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
155. David Feil-Seifer -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering
156. Rachael Young -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
157. Paul White -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
158. Catherine Desplancke -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
159. Devon Picklum -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
160. Yan Wang -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering
161. Mackenzie Parker -- Graduate Student -- College of Engineering
162. Yajaira Esparza -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
163. Jazmin Arevalo -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries
164. Mikki Johnson -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts
165. Adam Kirn -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering
166. Ruby Batz -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
167. Kasey Docena -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
168. Hunter Dunn -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work
169. Jordan Reuter -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
170. Marta Elliott -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
171. Ana Perez-McKay -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
172. Jaqueline Martine -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
173. William Toledo -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
174. Candice Bauer -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering
175. Christine McDermott -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
176. Lele Liao -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
177. Anushka Peres -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
178. Maria Diaz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
179. David Calvert -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Reynolds School of Journalism
180. Maria Ramirez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
181. Jenna N. Hanchey -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
182. Joseph Geddes -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
183. Dahliya Dwe -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
184. Allison Abbott -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
185. Adia Monzon -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
186. Lin Li Hall -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
187. Michael Damien Aguirre -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
188. Violet Krumme -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
189. Hilario Sanchez -- Undergraduate Student -- Undeclared, but engineering
190. Evelyn Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
191. Haley Frenkel -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
192. Sarah Keyes -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
193. Elizabeth Sedano -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
194. Megan LaMotte -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
195. Markus Kemmelmeier -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
196. Jacob Masterson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
197. Grayson Ward -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
198. Kaitlin Mae Fernandez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
199. Indira Chatterjee -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering
200. Tamia Manning -- Graduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
201. Laura Shriver -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
202. Lauren Marsh -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
203. Silvana Cooper -- Graduate Student -- School of Medicine
204. Ian Cook -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
205. Vivian McKnight -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
206. Ana María López de Korin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
207. Chloe Dell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
208. Matt Leone -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
209. David Rondel -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
210. Karlin Weisinger -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
211. Jackie McKinney -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
212. Costantina Cunningham -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
213. Casey Shiver -- Graduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
214. Pamela Payne -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
215. Meredith Oda -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
216. Christopher Morgan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
217. Olivia Ngo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
218. Kelly Loria -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
219. Ana Maria Lopez de Korin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
220. Lydia DeFlorio -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
221. Yezenia Olivera -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Social Work
222. Frank Martinez -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
223. Derick Satterfield -- Graduate Student -- College of Engineering
224. Jane Detweiler -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Liberal Arts
225. Adriano Cabral -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
226. María Palma -- Graduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
227. Sydney Cano -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
228. Rachel Salas -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
229. Jodi Thomas -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services
230. Brynn Morris -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
231. Mahendra Jamankar -- Graduate Student -- College of Business
232. Elham Maleki -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
233. Aurora de la Torre -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
234. Matthew King -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
235. Alejandra Alvarado -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
236. Sage Hart -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
237. SaMoura Horsley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
238. Elham Maleki -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
239. Abbyy Deleon -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
240. Jun Takahashi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
241. Clayton Peoples -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
242. Kate Berry -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
243. Althea Mayberry -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
244. Elham Maleki -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
245. Anna O'Donohue -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
246. Zhizhong Li, MSN, MA, RN, CNL -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Orvis School of Nursing
247. Valerie Handlos -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
248. Danny Taylor -- Chairman Emeritus -- College of Science
249. Megan Pridmore -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
250. Vicki Thill -- Alumni -- College of Science
251. Irem Sevindik -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Business
252. Matthew Lacoff -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
253. Colin Murray-Watters -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
254. Dì Wu -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
255. Stephanie Cuevas -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
256. Sarah Skidmore -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
257. Amanda Bober -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
258. Keith Lancaster -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering
259. Cameron Duncan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Orvis School of Nursing
260. Lee Zuk -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services
261. Wenrong Cao -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
262. Caleb Coudriet -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy student
263. Louis Bubala -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
264. Yan Liu -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Public Health
265. Antonio Gonzalez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
266. Lynda Wiest -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
267. Siva Balakrishnan -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health
268. Megan Flynn -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
269. Jennifer Ng -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
270. Stephanie Coronado -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
271. Jamie Voyles -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
272. Danielle Pellegrino -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services
273. Thaddaeus Lam -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
274. Fatema Azmee -- Graduate Student and Instructor, COLA&J GSA Representative -- College of Liberal Arts
275. Melodi Rodrigue -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
276. Derek Bateman -- Alumni -- College of Education & Human Development
277. Marissa Floam -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
278. Kim Potts -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
279. Aliza Joelle Mondragon -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
280. Fred de Ràfols -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
281. Mordechai Lavi -- Graduate Student -- College of Business
282. Li Li -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Public Health
283. Zachary Newell -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering
284. Micah Stack -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
285. Bita Jazani -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
286. Kingkini Sengupta -- Graduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
287. Shannon Brown -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Digital Learning
288. Ashley Uelmen -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
289. Marshall Johnson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
290. Amy Pason -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
291. Sean Foe -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services
292. Cassandra Stephens-Johnson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
293. Lydia Albrecht -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
294. Lynn Stanfield -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
295. Tanja Labenski -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
296. Anjana Parandhaman -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
297. Katie Marquez -- Undergraduate Student -- Orvis School of Nursing
298. Emily Berthelot -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
299. Shannon Strickland -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
300. Britney Guillermo -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
301. Warren Bottino -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
302. Kammi Miyashita -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
303. Loki Arnett-Pontillas -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
304. Afsana Mim Khandaker -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
305. Joven Mark Mamasig -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
306. Sayon Prabaharan -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health
307. Savannah Cedeno -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
308. Katherine Parker -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
309. Thomas Rao -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
310. Angela Martin -- Undergraduate Student -- Orvis School of Nursing
311. Katelyn Braglia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
312. Reagan Merriam -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
313. Paloma Conley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
314. Durga Ramakrishnan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
315. Marie Magera -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
316. Davoud Jaferian -- Graduate Student -- College of Engineering
317. Elspeth Olson -- Administrative Faculty -- University Libraries
318. Trace Wolfgang -- Student Staff -- Residential Life, Housing and Food Services
319. Keanu Rodriguez-Valencia -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
320. Christopher -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
321. Kelli McKeegan -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
322. Alberto Garcia -- Graduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
323. Cassandra Mayer -- Undergraduate and Housing staff -- School of Public Health
324. Elena De La Paz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
325. Nhi Le -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
326. Nicholas Buckner -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
327. Jennifer Espinoza Ramirez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
328. Kaspar Young -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
329. Kiara Steinhorst -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
330. Chris Rowe -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
331. Krista Bebis -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
332. Bhavya Trehan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
333. Abigail Sandquist -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
334. Kirin Hardinger -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
335. Helen Truong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
336. Althea Santos -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
337. Nick Farro -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
338. Maya Wolery -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
339. Victoria Supple -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
340. Oliver Yee -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
341. Ava Nobert -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
342. Madeline Murphy -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
343. Levi Kinder-Ebersberger -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
344. Kirsten Trimble -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
345. Adam Gordon -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
346. Josh Burns -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
347. William Ney -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
348. Jenna Nohr -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
349. Laura Santiago -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
350. Macy McPherson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
351. Bruno Sebastiano -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
352. Maya Flores -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
353. Michael Dorado -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
354. Tara McKinnon -- Graduate Student -- College of Science
Noemi Ortiz -- Graduate Student -- School of Social Work
Marissa Moran -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work
Kristen Tobin -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
Sergio Rodriguez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
Jacob Lee -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Alyssa Granger -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Mana Iritani -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
Bryce Stevenson -- Alumni -- College of Engineering
Rubi Dionisio -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
Vanessa Covarrubias -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
Donovan Gransbery -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
Joyce Barros -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Madi Allen -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Matthew Hastings -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
Ashley Klubeck -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Kambria Sosa -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
Bahar Jazani -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Jonathon Perez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
Sofía Sánchez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Megan Bosley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
Alexander Fanetti -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Regan Lowe -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
Nghi Huynh -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Miela Offerle -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Taylor Ewing -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Paul Gabica -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
Ameda Uwaifo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
Jackie Haughn -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Zoe Malkin -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Stephanie Bowman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
Brin Gacula -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Camile Franke -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Leilani Thomas -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Isabeau Mitcheltree -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Laura Mello -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Pierlys Hawkins -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
Sandra Neace -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
Matthew Neill -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Bella Mason -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
Brooke Echeverria -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
395. Jamie Gutual -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering
396. emma knightly -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
397. Amrit Kaur -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
398. Keishawna Cummings -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
399. Estefania Sanchez -- Undergraduate Student -- Exploratory
400. Michaela Vawter -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
401. Jake Johnson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
402. Shannon Hartmann -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts
403. kiana freeman -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
404. Gloria Bale -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
405. Magaly Dominguez -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
406. Michele Brassington -- Graduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
407. Andrew Paiz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
408. Lindsey Pierre -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
409. Arthur-James Okwuosa -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
410. Jack Barnes -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
411. Mahealani Inciong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
412. Casey Lynch -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science
413. Ezandria White -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
414. Jenna Fortino -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
415. Sophia Ortiz -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
416. Anna Kalmiskaia -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
417. Camden Mauer -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts
418. Hyacinth Asilo -- Undergraduate Student -- Orvis School of Nursing
419. kayla crowley -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
420. Jade Cheng -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
421. Natalia Jimenez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
422. Alex Batter -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
423. Cassandra Pena -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
424. Collin Ferguson -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
425. Sarah Phillips -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work
426. Emma Lintz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
427. Monisha Sidher -- Soon Transfer Student -- Soon Transfer Student
428. Ariene-Athena Bautista -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
429. Autumn Greymountain -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
430. Olivia Tahti -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
431. Amy Niu -- future transfer student -- College of Liberal Arts
432. Taylor Hernandez -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work
433. Aaron Whitaker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
434. Miriella Melara -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
435. Emilie Frishman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & Human Development
436. Lisa Petrusa -- Classified Staff -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
437. Farzana Tanni -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
438. Jaucelyn Canfield -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science
439. Doan-Trang Tran -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
440. Tamara Martinez-Anderson -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Medicine
441. Kai Nichols -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
442. Yantao Shen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering
443. Brooke Germain -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
444. Jasmine Johnson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
445. Julianne Maghirang -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
446. Sara Cooke -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources
447. Michaela Biggs -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
448. Tullia Rosa -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
449. Soha Rehan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
450. Shailynn Winter -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
451. Savannah Smith -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
452. Sayumi Suzuki -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
453. Randall Owen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development
454. Urja Sharma -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business
455. Sayumi Suzuki -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts
456. Pattra Gulbag -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
457. Zoe Roberts -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
458. Stephanie Du -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering
459. Breajinae Mason -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
460. Michelle Kuang -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
461. Adela Del Rivero Jimenéz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
462. Camila Cardillo -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
463. Maya Reyes-Klein -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
464. Emily Murphy -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Medicine
465. Erica Schneider -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
466. Joshua Lee -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health
467. Lynn Lazaro -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
468. Moselle Williams -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
469. Logan Strand -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
470. Madeline Annett -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
471. Hayden Zamboanga -- Undergraduate Student -- Engineering
472. Ariel Smith -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
473. Jonathon Chatham -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science
474. Atante Walker -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work
475. Gregory Brown -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts, Department of History
476. Kai Sieck -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts
477. Amaya Hill -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism
478. Helen Tilahun -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, & Natural Resources
479. Jehru Sargeant -- Graduate Student -- Social Work
480. Clair Chiaratti -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
481. Jason Ostdiek -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
482. Asia McCoy -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
483. Brianne Taormina -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- LAS-English -- Nevada State College
484. Emily Luong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
485. Fia Ewers -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
486. Augusta Ward -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
487. Kimi Adolphson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts & College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
488. Donte Miller -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
489. Benjamin Cooper -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
490. Shirley Luna -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
491. Alondra Chavez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
492. Sanjna Mehta -- Undergraduate Student -- College of business -- University of Nevada, Reno
493. Forrest Airola -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
494. Larissa Morfin -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
495. Jaden Galloway -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
496. David Alejo -- Undergraduate Student -- University of Nevada, Reno -- University of Nevada, Reno
497. Braeden Winters -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
498. Henry Dalton -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
499. Ashlan Gardella -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
500. Spencer Ellison -- Undergraduate Student -- Graphic Arts & Media Technology -- Truckee Meadows Community College
501. Ashwin Rajagopalan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
502. Lex Owen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
503. Ezequiel Korin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
504. Vanessa Valtierra -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
505. Bailey Kauffman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
506. Olivia Taylor -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
507. Catherine Acedillo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
508. Jeff Schauer -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts, Department of History -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
509. Tomasa Staley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
510. Emily Heinrich -- Undergraduate Student -- Orvis School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Reno
511. Edwin Hanna -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
512. Zoe Patton -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
513. Joshua Troyer -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
514. Prabhakar Shrestha -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
515. Sophia Schaeuble -- Undergraduate Student -- Exploratory -- University of Nevada, Reno
516. Lisa Cervantes -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
517. Destiny Max -- Undergraduate Student -- Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
518. Mia Davis -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
519. Dania Maldonado -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
520. Alyda Dickens -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, Environmental Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
521. Summer Origenes -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
522. Zachary Cady -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
523. Payge Collier -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
524. Maddy Regrut -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
525. Alexandra Koroleva -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
526. Jordan Martz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
527. Christopher Church -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
528. Pavel Solin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
529. Valentin Deaconu -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
530. Anne Leonard -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
531. Claire Foy -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
532. Aiyana Graham -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
533. Sydney Sempel -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
534. Jessica Gallo -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
535. Kelli Bishop -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
536. Nicholas Seltzer -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
537. Catherine Dyer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
538. Bartek Kuzia -- Undergraduate Student -- Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
539. Mengjun Zhang -- Undergraduate Student -- College of engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
540. Giovanna Barre -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
541. Benjamin Maritato -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
542. Alexia Spoon -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
543. Carolyn White -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- COllege of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
544. Jiayi Qian -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
545. Paige Mortensen -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
546. Tanner Miller -- Non-Degree Seeking Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
547. Victoria Parker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
548. Grace Bryan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
549. Liam Kelley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
550. Dez Peltzer -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
551. Gabriela Quiles -- Undergraduate Student -- Student Services -- University of Nevada, Reno
552. Gelsy Funes Salazar -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
553. Jaden Ramiro -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
554. Ell Hudgens -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism/Student Worker -- University of Nevada, Reno
555. Rochelle De Troz -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
556. Kikuchi -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
557. Grace Aspden -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
558. Vivian Zhu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
559. Ke Lyu -- Graduate Student -- Department of Economics -- University of Nevada, Reno
560. Kailee Waller -- Undergraduate Student -- Community Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
561. Natalie Parker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
562. Sage Remington -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science and college of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
563. Peter Y. He -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
564. Xiaojun Guo -- Graduate Student -- Student -- University of Nevada, Reno
565. Maiia Che -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
566. Lea Gifford -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
567. Douglas Unger -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
568. Ronald Du -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
569. Annalise Bascom -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
570. Dilys Cheung -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
571. Sara Ewing Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
572. Owen Megura -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
573. Akshay Krishna -- Graduate Student -- University of Nevada Reno -- University of Nevada, Reno
574. Natalie Carrero -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
575. Matthew Verbeke -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal Arts and Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
576. Nikhil Sharma -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
577. Alexandra De Leon-Alballeros -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
578. Natasha Adams -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
579. Vanessa Ribeiro -- Undergraduate Student -- ASUN -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
580. Jylyan Velasco -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
581. Abigail Glaesman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
582. Bill ODonohue -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
583. Katy Montes -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
584. Ava Miller -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
585. Michael Larsen -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
586. Giang Ngoc Quynh Do -- Undergraduate Student -- College of business -- University of Nevada, Reno
587. Noah Dahla -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
588. Vanessa Vidas -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
589. Mia Hibler -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
590. William Kramer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
591. Yi Dong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
592. Elizabeth Preston -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
593. Brian Schaefer -- Undergraduate Student -- RHa -- University of Nevada, Reno
594. Elizabeth Stephens -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
595. Yazmin Tirado -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
596. Muskan Kapila -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
597. Michael Soder -- Undergraduate Student -- college of agriculture; college of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
598. Tiffany Fung -- Undergraduate Student -- College of engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
599. Kenneth Carter -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
600. Erika Gustafson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
601. Ibraheem Khan -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
602. Lauren Tsung -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
603. Maxwell Bryn -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
604. Hannah Padua -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
605. Pieter Fourie -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science and College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
606. Nicholas Flach -- Non-degree seeking -- None, I am a non-degree seeking student -- University of Nevada, Reno
607. Dylan Peach -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
608. Irene De Haan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
609. Pardis Dabashi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
610. Sean Taylor -- Undergraduate Student -- Community health sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
611. Logan White -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
612. Miriam Carranza -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
613. Erick Luerken -- Graduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
614. Miya King -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
615. Jen Hill -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
616. Tahmid Kawsar -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
617. Cari Cunningham -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
618. Joshua Chang -- Non-Degree Seeking Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
619. Lilia Grajeda-Rojas -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
620. Shaun Franklin-Sewell -- Administrative Faculty -- Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
621. Sarah Cowie -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
622. Rachel Hopkins -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
623. Kris Gregor -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- ORVIS school of nursing -- University of Nevada, Reno
624. Carver Goldstein -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
625. Julianna Schneider -- Davidson Academy Dual Enrollment Student -- Computer Science and Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
626. Thomas Quint -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
627. Karen Wu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
628. Pamela Pearce -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
629. Paul Sumby -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
630. Arielle Koshkin -- Graduate Student -- Arielle Koshkin -- University of Nevada, Reno
631. Joshua Padilla -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
632. Jared M. Smith -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- COLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
633. Isabel Piccinini -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
634. Jade Beland -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
635. Jacqueline Portnell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
636. Ashley Baeza -- Graduate Student -- Graduate School -- University of Nevada, Reno
637. Casey Adkin -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
638. Kathryn Pflughoeft -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
639. Chloe Laun -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
640. Jennifer McClendon -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- COEHD -- University of Nevada, Reno
641. Evan Lim -- High School Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
642. Haley Moniz -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
643. Georgia Scott -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
644. Ann Keniston -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
645. Dillon Dutcher -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
646. Maya Fisher -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
647. Lucy Burnham -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
648. Nicole Thomas -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
649. Kerri Jean Ormerod -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
650. Alecia Gifford -- Classified Staff -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
651. Robin Grove -- Classified Staff -- College of Sciences Advising Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
652. Margarita Otero Alvarez -- LOA -- School of Public Health, Office of Student Conduct -- University of Nevada, Reno
653. Marti Wein -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services -- University of Nevada, Reno
654. Joshua Luers -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
655. Ivy Chin -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
656. Deana Wilson -- Classified Staff -- Office of the Registrar -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
657. Lae Morales -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Sciences Advising Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
658. Shawn Ray -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Computer Science and Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
659. Kim Miller -- Classified Staff -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
660. Leo Demski -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
661. Marie Padilla -- Classified Staff -- Graduate Medical Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
662. Amy Shannon -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Reno
663. Jessica Bradley -- Executive Assistant -- Honors College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
664. Mikayla Vasquez -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
665. Leslie Crysler -- Classified Staff -- Computer Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
666. Rychelle Tomlin -- Classified Staff -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
667. Sandra Perdomo -- Classified Staff -- Office of General -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
668. Kim Seifert -- Classified Staff -- Business Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
669. Carlene Hart -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
670. Carmen Chang -- Classified Staff -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
671. Barbara Hermes -- Classified Staff -- PGA Golf Management -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
672. Alexis Willson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
673. Autumn Loewen -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
674. Jay Lucero -- Classified Staff -- UNLV Thomas and Mack Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
675. Stacey Fott -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
676. Michelle Shannon -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
677. Nandar Yukyi -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
678. Christine Smith -- Administrative Faculty -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Reno
679. Yaa Obeng -- Classified Staff -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
680. Gadine Whitaker -- Classified Staff -- Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
681. Kathy Windham-Lass -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
682. Cesar Lozano -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
683. Jess Poeppelman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
684. Anais Servis -- Classified Staff -- College of Education - UNLV/CSUN Preschool -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
685. Katelyn Brooks -- Classified Staff -- Facilities Management -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
686. Gerrie Cowden -- I am a graduate student and a classified staff -- Honors College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
687. Lisa Escher -- Classified Staff -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
688. Melissa Rodriguez -- Classified Staff -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
689. Maria Rojas -- Classified Staff -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
690. Kate Martin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
691. Louise Baloun -- Classified Staff -- UNLV Foundation -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
692. Sandra De Borger -- Classified Staff -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
693. Jessica Anderson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
694. Anicia Antonio -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
695. Stephanie Samson -- Classified Staff -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
696. John Baumb -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
697. Aline Lopes -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
698. Shavonne Gramkow -- Classified Staff -- University of Nevada; Delivery Services -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
699. Kalencia Schneider -- Classified Staff -- Student Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
700. Valerie Nehmer -- Classified Staff -- Undergraduate Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
701. Anthony Del Angel -- Undergraduate Student -- Exploratory -- University of Nevada, Reno
702. Jasmine Lam -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, & Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
703. Jill Armstrong -- Classified Staff -- Summer Term -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
704. Bridget Grey -- Classified Staff -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
705. Jennifer Ross -- Classified Staff -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
706. Amanda Slater -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
707. Marice Seda -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
708. Ashley Soberanis -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
709. Ryan Abrahamian -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
710. Donette Harding -- Classified Staff -- Student Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
711. Krithika Devi -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
712. Matthew Pusko -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
713. Iris Rodriguez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
714. Danielle Roth-Johnson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Interdisciplinary, Gender & Ethnic Studies -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
715. Linda Hardie -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
716. Cesar Prietto -- Classified Staff -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
717. Daphne Barin -- Classified Staff -- Admissions Office -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
718. Heather Nepa -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
719. Laura Madrid -- Classified Staff -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
720. Kane Toomer -- Administrative Faculty -- Howard R. Hughes College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
721. Noria Litaker -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
722. Barbara Patai -- Classified Staff -- Foundation -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
723. Leif Aucoin -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
724. Manuela Williams -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- English Department -- University of Nevada, Reno
725. Dennis Stevens -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
726. Marco Guzman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
727. Jessica Teague -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
728. Samantha fusco -- Undergraduate Student -- College of health sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
729. Elizabeth Nelson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
730. Hans De Luna -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
731. Misty Kinser -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts Division -- Truckee Meadows Community College
732. Eesha Nanduri -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
733. Mark Pinsky -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- COS -- University of Nevada, Reno
734. Rachel Bovard -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
735. Ed Nagelhout -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
736. Bianca Rideout -- Classified Staff -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
737. Nick Pulito -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Department of English -- University of Nevada, Reno
738. Erin Zimmerman -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
739. Javon Johnson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
740. Deborah Salazar-Bieber -- Classified Staff -- ESS -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
741. Katherine Laury -- Classified Staff -- Student Wellness Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
742. Robert Ives -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
743. Andrea Villegas-Fregoso -- Graduate Student -- Program of Hydrological Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
744. Sharon Savage -- Classified Staff -- Military Veteran Services Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
745. Drewmel Darby -- Classified Staff -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
746. Katherine Keller -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
747. Marlan Smith -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- English -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
748. Tim Buchanan -- Administrative Faculty -- Writing Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
749. Jeraldine Quiroz -- Undergraduate Student -- Social Sciences Division -- Truckee Meadows Community College
750. Katherine Caroon -- Classified Staff -- School of Dental Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
751. Miles Boulton -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
752. Yadyra Loyola -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
753. Marisa Wrobleski -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts and College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
754. Katherine Burdick -- Administrative Faculty -- Undergraduate Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
755. Autumn Harry -- Graduate Student -- College of Science; Geography -- University of Nevada, Reno
756. Jenny Vidal -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
757. Michael Pfurr -- Administrative Faculty -- Enrollment & Student Services -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
758. Areej Quraishi -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
759. Elizabeth Maltby -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Political Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
760. Casey Price -- Undergraduate Student -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
761. Wayne Pirtle -- Administrative Faculty -- Enrollment and Student Services -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
762. Escenthio Marigny Jr -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
763. Emily Smith -- Graduate Student -- Anthropology -- University of Nevada, Reno
764. Zachary Hooker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
765. Benjamin Pellegrom -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
766. Charmaine Pasalo -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Financial Aid & Scholarships -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
767. Karley Pardue -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
768. Mohamed Kaseko -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
769. Gillian Cantrell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
770. Cory Starks -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
771. Brandon Smith -- Undergraduate Student -- Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
772. Birant Ramazan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
773. Jesse Cook -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- English department -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
774. Dorothy Hudig -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- UNR School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
775. Gabrielle Thompson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
776. Maricruz Soto-Valdez -- Administrative Faculty -- Business Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
777. Cole Ngu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
778. Dorothy Allred Solomon -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- English -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
779. Rebecca Bodine -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
780. Erin Spaletta -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
781. Lilian Xie -- Graduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
782. Rachel Weese -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
783. Lori Collier -- Student parent -- CHS -- University of Nevada, Reno
784. JoAnne Gipson -- Classified Staff -- Extended Studies -- University of Nevada, Reno
785. Ashley Logsdon -- Classified Staff -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
786. Casey Hall -- Classified Staff -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
787. Berch Berberoglu -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
788. Qinyun Xu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
789. Angela Moore -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
790. Alisa Kader -- Classified Staff -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
791. Kemma Kolstrup -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
792. Turia Penkalski -- Graduate Student and Classified Staff -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
793. Douglas Collins -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science, College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
794. Sarah Spaulding -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
795. Jessie Zhang -- Classified Staff -- Student Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
796. Jazmin Medrano -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
797. Todd Sorensen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
798. Jasmine Xu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
799. Kathleen Masterson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
800. Philipp Ruprecht -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
801. Leanne Howard -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
802. Stacia Gordon -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
803. Jee Park -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
804. Karen Gonzalez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
805. Mary Clarich -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science & University Libraries: Student worker -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
806. Rob Fuller -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
807. Mia Barthel-Rosa -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science; Microbiology and Immunology -- University of Nevada, Reno
808. Erica Bradley -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
809. Olivia Kontros -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
810. Laurence Reese -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
811. Waverly Mercado -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
812. Riddhi Khincha -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
813. Carmelinne Sanga -- Alumni -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
814. Jared White -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
815. Hikmet Loe -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Department of Art -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
816. Keeva Lough -- Graduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
817. Connor Smith -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
818. Michael Stepzinski -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
819. Lyssa Park -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
820. Jann Arellano -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
821. John Solomon -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
822. Mckenzie Papa -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
823. Olive Giner -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
824. Aila Bandagi Kandlakunta -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
825. Erika Seifers -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
826. Jazel Suguitan -- Alumnus -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
827. Emily Latimer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture -- University of Nevada, Reno
828. Clara Tang -- Undergraduate Student -- Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
829. Charles Stanton -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Law school -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
830. Louisa McDonald -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Art -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
831. Kayla Snowden -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
832. Zachary Materne -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
833. Shanna Kinzel -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
834. Cody Long -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
835. Kate Torres -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
836. Ru Cole -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
837. Kaiya Goode -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
838. Paul Kilbourn -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
839. Michelle Navarro -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Southern Nevada
840. Cara Cole -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Department of Art -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
841. Robyn Griffith -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Public Health, College of Science, RLFSH -- University of Nevada, Reno
842. Robert Ostergard -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
843. Jaida DeGuzman -- Student -- TMCC -- Truckee Meadows Community College
844. Claudia Cruz -- Administrative Faculty -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
845. Katelyn Layton -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
846. Megan Mather -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
847. Deborah Achtenberg -- Emeritus Faculty -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
848. Deborah Davis -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Colleges of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
849. Daniel Angres -- Graduate Student -- College of Computer Science and Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
850. Joe Rinaldi -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
851. Chun Yen Chao -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science BS Psychology -- University of Nevada, Reno
852. Jessica Parmar -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
853. Marisa Kuhlman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science; University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Reno
854. Erin Drew -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
855. Genesis T -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
856. Shanti Johnson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
857. Stephen Foster -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
858. Joseph Marino -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
859. Anne Carpenter -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
860. Janina Ruprecht -- Classified Staff -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
861. Samantha Pennington -- Undergraduate Student -- Science--pre nursing -- College of Southern Nevada
862. Christopher Solomon -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
863. Patricia Baley -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
864. Mary McFadden -- Alumna -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
865. Anna Tatarko -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
866. Akshatha Narasimhan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
867. Alyssa O'Hair -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
868. Jacob Molina -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
869. Sydney Fox -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
870. Winnefred Welch -- Classified Staff -- Office of Information Technology -- University of Nevada, Reno
871. Adalyn Osentoski -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
872. Sonja Longoria -- Classified Staff -- Accounting -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
873. Eric Westenburg -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
874. Noah Ahmed -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
875. Sarah Padgett -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
876. Cynthia Carrera -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
877. Madison Harris -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
878. Miranda Billings -- Graduate Student -- College of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
879. Breann Wickson -- Classified Staff -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
880. Emily Budd -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
881. John Bowers -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
882. Taylor Renfroe -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture -- University of Nevada, Reno
883. Keila Ponce -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
884. Priscila Ceniceros -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
885. Barbara Walker -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
886. Jerome Siores -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
887. Laura Wilhelm -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Anthropology -- University of Nevada, Reno
888. Christine Serrano -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
889. Del Myer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
890. Tiffany Trujillo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
891. Jesse Spooner -- Applied to Graduate School -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
892. Gabriele Lucero -- wife of staff -- Thomas and Mack -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
893. Kristina Davidson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
894. Jhulianna Cendana -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
895. Elena Chau -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
896. Kendra Cruz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
897. Chase Gohres -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
898. Samuel Goodrich -- Administrative Faculty -- Academic Advising -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
899. Ashley Doughty -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
900. Christopher Herald -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
901. Ellen Wilson -- Graduate Student -- Department of Biology -- University of Nevada, Reno
902. Brady Blundell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
903. Rachel Cornish -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
904. Yazmin Leyah Judal -- Undergraduate Student -- Science Division -- Truckee Meadows Community College
905. Robert Fisch -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
906. Rhaeya Cendana -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
907. Ryan Kochen -- Graduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
908. Madelynn Meron -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
909. Valentina Ossio-Marin -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts, College of Business, and Honors College -- University of Nevada, Reno
910. Scott Smythe -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
911. Everett cook -- Student worker -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
912. Anna Panorska -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
913. Abby Bennett -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
914. Amandeep Gill -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
915. Kayla Barnes -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
916. Kaylee Jamison -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science and College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
917. Jon Lawhead -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
918. Noel Vineyard -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
919. Marc Miller -- Graduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
920. Rosie Wolterbeek -- UNR Dietetic Advisory Board Member -- College of Agriculture-Nutrition -- University of Nevada, Reno
921. Andrea Pavles -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Fine Art -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
922. Prim Wandeevong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
923. Trevor Kelly -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
924. Christian Filbrun -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
925. Bahareh Farrokhi -- Graduate Student -- Research assistant in Geography -- University of Nevada, Reno
926. Alexander Kumjian -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
927. Thomas Simcox -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
928. Gabriel Covington -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science, CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
929. Leslie Hunter -- Classified Staff -- Graduate College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
930. Dawson Easton-Brooks -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
931. Mia Buranamontri -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
932. Delaney Frusteri -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
933. Imogen Olivera -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
934. Matt Denney -- Alumni -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
935. Haik Goomroyan -- Classified Staff -- school of music -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
936. Edward Donofrio -- Alumnus -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
937. Melissa Kuszmaul -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
938. Kelsey S. -- Graduate Student -- Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
939. Tim Hanifan -- Alumni -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
940. Alayna Wood -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
941. Jonathan Greenberg -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
942. Cedar Briem -- Graduate Student -- College of sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
943. Adam Dunbar -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
944. Lyssie Brown -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering, Honors College -- University of Nevada, Reno
945. Olivia Sullivan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
946. Carter Webb -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
947. Heaven Mora -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
948. Kimberly Chavez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
949. John Busse -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
950. Melissa Giovanni -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Science & Math -- College of Southern Nevada
951. Sarah Morton -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
952. David Rice -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
953. Mariah Sierras -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
954. Megan Smith -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science; Student Services - University Math Center Tutor -- University of Nevada, Reno
955. Nick Comstock -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
956. Gerard Bensadoun Gutsens -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
957. Kaiden Quinn -- Undergraduate Student -- College of education -- University of Nevada, Reno
958. Alyah Raygoza -- Undergraduate Student -- Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
959. Aisheh Barghouti -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
960. Margaret Johnston -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
961. Ellie Cook -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
962. Tania Garcia Varela -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal Arts & College of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
963. Victor Reynosa -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
964. Rachel Ellis -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
965. Amanda Hugginkiss -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Gender Studies -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
966. Miranda Bender -- Classified Staff -- Residential Life and Housing Dept -- University of Nevada, Reno
967. Devan Boyce -- Graduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
968. Robert Harding -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
969. Jasmine Hinton -- Graduate Student -- Department of Physics and Astronomy -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
970. Katharine Davi -- Parent of students -- Non-degree-seeking -- University of Nevada, Reno
971. Claudia Keelan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
972. Solana Kline -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
973. Elise Campbell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
974. Richard Reeder -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
975. Jonathan Lay -- Classified Staff -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
976. Allana Borbon -- Undergraduate Student -- Business and Social Sciences Division -- Truckee Meadows Community College
977. Jeremiah Reyes -- Graduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
978. Lupita Torres -- Undergraduate Student -- Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
979. Molly McVicar -- Graduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
980. Crystal Padilla -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
981. Brittany Paloma Fiedler -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
982. Dev Bararia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
983. Irina Romenskaia -- Classified Staff -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
984. Hannah Potts -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Scieve -- University of Nevada, Reno
985. David Leitner -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
986. Amanda Vaskov -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
987. Sarah Gleason -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
988. Nai’ a Keith-Handschuh -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
989. Linden Jaime -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
990. Faith McCuskey -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture -- University of Nevada, Reno
991. Marc Walter -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
992. Molly Willoughby -- Alumnos -- CABNR, College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
993. Lucas Flach -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
994. Anthony Qian -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
995. Ana Shipman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
996. Susan Canaday Henry -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
997. Alexis Randolph -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
998. April Ramirez -- Undergraduate Student -- Truckee Meadows Community College -- Truckee Meadows Community College
999. Alese McMurtry -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1000. Melanie Ha -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture -- University of Nevada, Reno
1001. Chisa Oros -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1002. Patricia Song -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1003. Julianna Li -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture Biotechnology and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
1004. Brianna Bouknight -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1005. Torrie Rogers -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1006. Paris Smallwood -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
1007. Angie Hayes -- Undergraduate Student -- Hank Greenspun School of Journalism & University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1008. Gregory Smith -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1009. Danielle Escoto -- Alum -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1010. Katrina Perce -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1011. Samantha Proctor -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1012. Ivanna Baca -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1013. Andrew Bechdolt -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1014. Kabrinnessa Sarder -- Alumni -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1015. Eriko Sakamura -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1016. Emma Rosenstein -- Undergraduate Student -- Greenspun College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1017. Larissa DeDera -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1018. Unique Hardy -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1019. Kim Zachgo -- Undergraduate Student -- Community Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
1020. Tristen Werner -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts, College of Journalism, Student Ambassadors -- University of Nevada, Reno
1021. Mya Yazbek -- Alumni -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1022. Aleksey Telyakovskiy -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1023. Kolozs Korda -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1024. Charlotte Rayfield -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1025. Taylor Dutcher -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1026. Taylor Ford -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1027. Katelyn Mason -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1028. Brianna Konz -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1029. Doyinsola Adetunji -- Graduate Student -- School of public health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1030. Ethan Schlobohm -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1031. Rachel Herzl-Betz -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Writing Center -- Nevada State College
1032. Ashley Bumgardner -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts and College of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
1033. Megan Becker -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1034. Suzanne Lara -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1035. Orlando Rico -- Undergraduate Student -- COLA/COFA -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1036. Ryan Johnson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1037. Raenilynn Timbol -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1038. Aleksey S Mohov -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Physics and Astronomy -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1039. Dominique Gonzales -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1040. Heather Monaghan -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1041. Aaron Baker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1042. Paul Verburg -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Agriculture -- University of Nevada, Reno
1043. James Brawley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1044. Deborah Burke -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
1045. Brianna Barnes -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1046. Adam Benedict -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1047. Nina McCartney -- Graduate Student -- College of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
1048. Topher Reynolds -- Graduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1049. Aimee Lopes -- Parent of pre-k student -- Child and Family Research Center -- University of Nevada, Reno
1050. Madalyn Larson -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1051. Reagan Hart -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1052. John Anderson -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Information Technology -- University of Nevada, Reno
1053. Juliette Sierras -- Graduate Student -- College of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1054. Lindsey Reighley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1055. Mike Kivistik -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1056. Darcy Patterson -- Concerned resident -- Nursing -- University of Nevada, Reno
1057. Raul Rojas -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1058. Katelyn Bell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1059. Karon McCorley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1060. Emily Yoast -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science and College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1061. Christopher mercier -- Family Members -- HDFS -- University of Nevada, Reno
1062. Danielle Young -- Graduate Student -- Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
1063. Ed Corbett -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CS -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1064. Lara Jones -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1065. Lily Appleby -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1066. Satoko Kurita -- Family Members -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1067. Sam Ganados -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Art -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1068. Marley Schrock -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Community Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
1069. Aiman Murtaza -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1070. Sabrena Khan -- Alumni -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1071. Danielle Mudd -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1072. Kelly Wranik -- Alumni -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1073. Morgan Manifacier -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1074. Erin Hanan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1075. Hamed Ebrahimian -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1076. Marian Berryhill -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1077. Samantha DeTiberiis -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts, College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1078. Paul Torkelson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1079. Mona Barbee -- Family Members -- Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1080. Philip Kirchman -- Alumni -- College of Community Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>College/Department</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1081</td>
<td>Isabella Hatt</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>Liberal Arts College</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1082</td>
<td>Karli Reinhardt</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>COEHD</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1083</td>
<td>Sydney Fischer</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>Reynolds School of Journalism</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1084</td>
<td>Skye Perez</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of Science</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1085</td>
<td>Savannah Guo</td>
<td>Faculty/Instructor/LOA</td>
<td>College of Business</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1086</td>
<td>Kurtis Rodrigue</td>
<td>Graduate Student</td>
<td>College of Engineering</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1087</td>
<td>David Alvarez-Ponce</td>
<td>Faculty/Instructor/LOA</td>
<td>College of Science</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1088</td>
<td>Shangjia Zhang</td>
<td>Graduate Student</td>
<td>College of Science</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Las Vegas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1089</td>
<td>Nikolas Rodrigue</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of Liberal Arts</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090</td>
<td>Ollie Hernandez</td>
<td>Graduate Student</td>
<td>College of Liberal Arts</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1091</td>
<td>Mariana Velázquez</td>
<td>Faculty/Instructor/LOA</td>
<td>CLA</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1092</td>
<td>Chardenae Gonzales</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of Science</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1093</td>
<td>Corné Kreemer</td>
<td>Faculty/Instructor/LOA</td>
<td>College of Science</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1094</td>
<td>Muze Huang</td>
<td>Graduate Student</td>
<td>LEE Business School</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Las Vegas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1095</td>
<td>Judy Li</td>
<td>Graduate Student</td>
<td>College of Science</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1096</td>
<td>Noel Johnson</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of Liberal Arts</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1097</td>
<td>Jordan Gass</td>
<td>Graduate Student</td>
<td>College of Science</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1098</td>
<td>Mary Miller</td>
<td>Faculty/Instructor/LOA</td>
<td>CLA</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1099</td>
<td>Meghan McKemy</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of Liberal Arts</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>Holland Smallwood</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of Education and Human Development</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1101</td>
<td>Peter Epstein</td>
<td>Faculty/Instructor/LOA</td>
<td>CLA</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1102</td>
<td>Bob Tregilus</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>UNR alumnus</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1103</td>
<td>Amanda Drew</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of Public Health</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1104</td>
<td>Hitha Segu</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of science</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1105</td>
<td>Adara Pesqueira</td>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>College of Agriculture, Biotechnology and Natural Resources</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1106</td>
<td>Linda Anngela-Cole</td>
<td>Faculty/Instructor/LOA</td>
<td>School of Social Work</td>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1107. Seth Gack -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1108. Najeh Abduljalil -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1109. Meghan Kelly -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
1110. Lily Aragon -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
1111. Cora Cisan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1112. Hannah West -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
1113. Amy Savignac -- Graduate Student -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
1114. Andrzej Trzynadlowski -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1115. Yajahira Dirceo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1116. Lu Park -- Family Member -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1117. Pavel Solin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1118. John Cushman -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
1119. John Louie -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1120. Maya PW -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1121. Lauren Baker -- Undergraduate Student -- Department of History Student Worker -- University of Nevada, Reno
1122. Antonio Ayala -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science; College of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
1123. Talaya Flicop -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1124. MaryAnn Demchak -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education & Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
1125. Peter Goin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1126. Jennifer Calzada -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1127. Chu-Lan McKinlay -- Dual-Enrollment Student -- N/A -- University of Nevada, Reno
1128. Pedro Gomez -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1129. Thomas Roche -- Administrative Faculty -- Counseling Services -- University of Nevada, Reno
1130. Brandon Wilson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1131. Hannah Butler -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1132. Janice Wong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1133. Oren Board -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1134. Sergey Varganov -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1135. Kimberly Claussen -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1136. Isabel Moh -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1137. Tabatha Walford -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1138. April Ramirez -- Undergraduate Student -- Truckee Meadows Community College -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1139. Monica Miller -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1140. Gideon P Caplovitz -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1141. Mary Peacock -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1142. Ji Hwan Yoon -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1143. Vladimir Pravosudov -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1144. Natalie Mastick -- Family Member -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1145. Jeremy Salcedo Lara -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1146. Isabell Spoon -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science; College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1147. Jasmin Morales -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1148. Ana de Bettencourt-Dias -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1149. Elizabeth Francis -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
1150. Lydia Doan -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology & Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
1151. Jaydon Godinez -- Undergraduate Student -- college of business -- College of Southern Nevada
1152. DeeEllen Davis -- Family Member -- Chemistry Dept. -- University of Nevada, Reno
1153. Vincenzo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1154. Julian Rolsma -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Department of Chemistry -- University of Nevada, Reno
1155. Octavia Clapp -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1156. Nicholas Seltzer -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1157. Isabella Anderson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1158. Robert Strott -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1159. Alexzandria Balme -- Undergraduate Student -- liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1160. Lorna Isaacson -- Undergraduate Student -- student -- University of Nevada, Reno
1161. Audrey Armstrong -- Graduate Student -- Anthropology-College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1162. Agnes Medeiros -- Family Member -- Collage -- University of Nevada, Reno
1163. Shoshana Zeldner -- Administrative Faculty -- School of the Arts, College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1164. Yan Liu -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1165. Katie Fielder -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1166. Christian Bombara -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1167. Aaron Moorehead -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1168. Carmela Hailey -- Graduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
1169. Matthew Kalmer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1170. Elizabeth Barile -- Family Member -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1171. Jessica Nelson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1172. Chris King -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1173. Cheryl Maes -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1174. Alissa Chavalithumrong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1175. Hailey Ves'Sells -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science; Microbiology and Immunology -- University of Nevada, Reno
1176. Brook Risner -- Undergraduate Student -- College Of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
1177. Jennifer McKay -- Family Member -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1178. Liliana Abel-Suarez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1179. Reika Sukawa -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1180. Zachary Khan -- Alumni -- COLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
1181. Faith Machuca -- Alumni -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1182. Wendy Kveck -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Department of Art -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Mitra Rooein -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Briana Trujillo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Monserrat Pacheco -- Undergraduate Student -- Student -- Nevada State College
Bill Hammond -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Sydney Wolfe -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Sarah Kruger -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Mattanaporn Chantiyanon -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
Paula Noble -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Allison Evans -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
Isabel Piccinini -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Justice Wilmoth -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
Jianning Ren -- postdoc -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
Raechel Freshman -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
Joshua Knight -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
Julie Smith-Gagen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
David Crowther -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- COEHD -- University of Nevada, Reno
Axenya Kachen -- Graduate Student -- UNR School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
Alison Szarko -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Trevor Lewis -- Undergraduate Student -- Electrical Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
Hayley Johnson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
Tamara Randolph -- Family Member -- Political Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Campbell Bender -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Ruthie Meadows -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
Alexander Jantz -- Undergraduate Student -- Community Health Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
Zoe Kelly -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, and Natural Resources -- University of Nevada, Reno
Asher Dunn -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
Melanie Scott -- Alumni -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1210. Vanessa Rodriguez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1211. John Hervey -- Family Member -- Computer Science and Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1212. Alicia Keene -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1213. Madison Steck -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1214. Loretta Shepherd -- Family Member -- family member -- University of Nevada, Reno
1215. Sabrina Oh -- Alumni -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1216. Nathan Delgado -- Graduate Student -- Department of Geological Sciences and Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1217. Jessica Avisado -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1218. Jerra Hinson -- Undergraduate Student -- EMT -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1219. Ester Patrize Aguilar -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1220. Livia Dandrea -- Emerita and alumni -- College of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
1221. James Winn -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
1222. John Lim -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- UNR medical school -- University of Nevada, Reno
1223. Jun Yi -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Engineering School -- University of Nevada, Reno
1224. Tyler Jenkins -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1225. Rosina Kirkland -- Family Member -- College of Community Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Reno
1226. Anna Hovak -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1227. Ellen Arnold -- Parent of ELC student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
1228. Elizabeth Boman -- Family Member -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1229. Rae Wang -- Family Member -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1230. Chuck Coronella -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1231. Rafik Beekun -- Family Member -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1232. Carlos Lara -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1233. Casey Turner -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1234. Nicole Harward -- Alumni -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
1235. Jinger Doe -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Life Sciences, Allied Health, and Public Safety Division -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1236. Insun Blemel -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1237. Ellie Sombatsiri -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1238. Layla BenBrahim -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1239. Kimberly James -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts/School of Music -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1240. Ethan Schlobohm -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1241. Eric Marchand -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1242. Elizabeth Marghilano -- College of Fine Arts Staff -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1243. Katie Cunius -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1244. Ana Douglass -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1245. Tara Connolly -- Administrative Faculty -- Academic Advisement -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1246. Prithul Sarker -- Graduate Student -- School of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1247. Cedar Briem -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1248. Corina Weidinger -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1249. Danielle Delelio -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1250. Linzy Garcia -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1251. Megha Khandelwal -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1252. Kristen Morrill -- Graduate Student -- UNR School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
1253. Pardis Dabashi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1254. Martha Johnson-Olin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1255. Michael Crognale -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1256. Whitney Hughes -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
1257. Taylor Morton -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1258. Kimberly Savage -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1259. Gary Nguyen -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1260. Kevin Draper -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1261. Mark Maynard -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1262. Sushmita Sarker -- Graduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1263. William Jones -- Undergraduate Student -- Truckee Meadows Community College -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1264. Shelly Ray -- Undergraduate Student -- Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1265. Jennifer Brock -- Family Member -- College of Finance -- University of Nevada, Reno
1266. Cassandra Ceniceros -- Family Member -- Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1267. Lynette Ray -- Family Member -- Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1268. Kelley Stewart -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1269. Karen Wikander -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1270. Lorena Rodriguez Rios -- Graduate Student -- Department of World Languages -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1271. Nimesh Shukla -- Family Member -- Chemistry -- University of Nevada, Reno
1272. Skylar Chan -- Undergraduate Student -- Orvis School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Reno
1273. Yue Huang -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services -- University of Nevada, Reno
1274. Zachary Young -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1275. Yue Huang -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services -- University of Nevada, Reno
1276. Robin Griffin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- English Department -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1277. Marco Perez-Mckay -- Jump start student -- High School Student -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1278. Joseph Weber -- Family Member -- Davidson Institute -- University of Nevada, Reno
1279. Julie Clapp -- Family Member -- Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1280. Roshan Kumar -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1281. Julianne Lindberg -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
1282. Julia Hammett -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Business and Social Sciences -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1283. John Legand -- Undergraduate Student -- Student -- University of Nevada, Reno
1284. Robert Lively -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1285. Ram Masilang -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1286. Jesus Gil Guevara -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1287. Victoria Matthews -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science; College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
1288. Alexa Vazquez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1289. Hazel Jane -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Life Sciences, Honors College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1290. Jericha Lloren -- Undergraduate Student -- Honors College & Division of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1291. Erika Lazo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1292. Ted Lambert -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Math and Physical Sciences -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1293. Joezel Reyes -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1294. Cesar Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
1295. Chastine Tran -- Undergraduate Student -- Pre-Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1296. Milanthra Happawana -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1297. Abcde-Joy Simon -- Undergraduate Student -- Pre-nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1298. Jack Ritter -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1299. Justina Sangpanjun -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Division Health Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1300. Jennifer Hernandez Franco -- Undergraduate Student -- Division of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1301. Riley Ramos -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1302. Jessirene Rivo -- Undergraduate Student -- Division of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1303. Arniela Dimabuyu -- Family Member -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1304. Kean Goffe -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1305. Evelyn Hernandez -- Undergraduate Student -- Journalism Greenspun College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1306. Alexandra Samonte -- Family Member -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1307. Alexis Overton-Watrous -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- Nevada State College
1308. Karina Lopez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1309. Katherine Avila -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- College of Southern Nevada
1310. Zafirah Ibraheem -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1311. Vicky Wang -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1312. Lucas Moir -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1313. Kyra Cato -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- College of Southern Nevada
1314. Ryan Chall -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1315. Patrize Aguilar -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1316. Ariana Fernando -- Undergraduate Student -- UNLV -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1317. Micaela Rubalcava -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Social Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1318. Pengbo Chu -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1319. Amber Anaya -- Classified Staff -- Faculty Senate -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1320. Sung-Yeon Park -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1321. Cynthia Ma -- Family Member -- High School Dual Enrollment -- University of Nevada, Reno
1322. Scott Huber -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1323. Keith Bingham -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Life and Development -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1324. Lorena Stookey -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1325. Iogan howard -- Family Member -- sciences -- College of Southern Nevada
1326. Melody Jocson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1327. Kelsie Magiera -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1328. Esmeralda Salas -- Alumni -- Liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1329. Courtney Hendrix -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1330. Abigail Peterson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1331. Madeline Lindsay -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1332. Kristina Miranda -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1333. Genesis Valdez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1334. Nathalie Montilla -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1335. Ramiro Bautista -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1336. Haley Orthel-Clark -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Division of Business and Social Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1337. Jason Lopez -- Undergraduate Student -- Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1338. Katherine Gauthier -- Family Member -- College of Science -- Nevada State College
1339. Catherine High -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Interdisciplinary Social Psychology PhD Program -- University of Nevada, Reno
1340. Gustavo Miguel-Gomez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science & liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1341. Joshua Alvarado -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1342. Alex Munoz Viso -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1343. Casey Philbin -- Classified Staff -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1344. Liliko watanabe -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science; Honors College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1345. Jada Holloway -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1346. Topher Reynolds -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Computer Technologies -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1347. Dominic Tullo -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1348. Raasisree Modalavalasa -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1349. Isabella Esquerra -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1350. Anastasia Vinson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1351. Rene Moriarty -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1352. Maxime Arnault -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1353. Jorge Ardón García -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts, UNLV -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1354. Ariana Rafael -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1355. Kevin Navarrete -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1356. Blanca Peña -- Undergraduate Student -- Greenspun College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1357. Rachel Gamberg -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1358. Gabriella Oen-Mitchell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1359. Josselyn Ibarra -- Graduate Student -- College of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1360. Anna Mandilaris -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1361. James Graver -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1362. Christian Ison -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- School of Integrated Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1363. Shon Reed -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1364. Isabella Renee Clemente -- Graduate Student -- College of Integrated Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1365. Jacob White -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1366. Fiona Uyanguren -- Graduate Student -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1367. Leilani Rojas -- Undergraduate Student and Faculty -- College of Fine Arts and Academic Success Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1368. Ketzia Jimenez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1369. Julia Brockman -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1370. Nelida Martinez -- Undergraduate Student -- Education -- Nevada State College
1371. Catherine Pratt -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1372. Igor Kowal -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts, Student Wellness Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1373. Shelsy Robaina Gallo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1374. Taylor Flaherty -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1375. Mae Ling Catayong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1376. Darian Fluker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts; College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1377. Andreea Cretu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1378. Samuel Black -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1379. Mary Miller -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1380. Kyla Phillips -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1381. Molly Stubblefield -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1382. Giselle Caruso -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1383. Krista Diamond -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1384. Christine Guardian -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1385. Olivia Rothe -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1386. Klaire Viduya -- Graduate Student -- School of Architecture -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1387. Summer Tran -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1388. Katie Membreno -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1389. Catriona Palmer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1390. Emily Church -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1391. India Starks -- Graduate Student -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1392. Saydra Starks -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1393. Brianna Borden -- Undergraduate Student -- Theater Studies -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1394. Terra Shepard -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1395. Jacqueline Hernandez -- Graduate Student -- UNLV Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1396. Karen szwed prieto -- Graduate Student -- Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1397. Leeanne Nasrallah -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1398. Aide Beltran Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1399. Christopher Parsons -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1400. Janelle Thompson -- Graduate Student -- Graduate Student of Masters of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1401. Annie Wang -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1402. Daniel Lazo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1403. Danielle Turiano -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1404. Darin Mains -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1405. Nicholas Rupisan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1406. Milo Buyse -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1407. Ivy Wong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1408. Anthony Anguille-Valles -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1409. Tamarah Galvan-Johnson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1410. Karah Quick -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1411. Sharica Lee -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1412. Raheem Soomro -- Graduate Student -- Management, Entrepreneurship and Technology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1413. Maria Hermosillo -- Graduate Student -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1414. Janerah Gonzales -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1415. Jared Weissman -- Graduate Student -- Department of sociology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1416. Victor Beck -- Graduate Student -- Department of Physical Therapy -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1417. Ryan Almazan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1418. Eva Guevara-Gutierrez -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Reno
1419. Sammia Wiley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1420. Ka Young Bae -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1421. Kayla Onyeali -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1422. Elsa Thompson -- Family Member -- UNLV -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1423. Sydney Szostek -- Undergraduate Student -- Greenspun college of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1424. Vianne Daniels -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1425. Morgan Murphy -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1426. Mikaela Nettlow -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1427. Aldo Barrita -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1428. Victoria Noam -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1429. Li Wang -- Undergraduate Student -- LEE Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1430. Paytyn Lafreniere -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1431. Jimena Amador-Velasco -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1432. Hope Davidson -- Undergraduate Student -- Academic Success Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1433. Liam Johnson -- Graduate Student -- Department of Anthropology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1434. Anne Marie Soleta -- Undergraduate Student -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1435. Melanie Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1436. Isabella Shenouda -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1437. Adjoa Mensah -- Graduate Student -- College of education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1438. Alyana Gellangarin -- Undergraduate Student -- Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1439. Grant Humphries III -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1440. Daniel Okamura -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1441. An Truong -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1442. Jordan Sundara -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1443. Ryan Boone -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1444. Emily Espinosa -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1445. Victoria Skarupski -- Graduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1446. David Wade -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1447. Mia Sto. Domingo -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1448. Katharine Woollen -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1449. Christina Nishiyama -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Educational Psychology and Higher Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1450. Jaden Wachter -- Undergraduate Student -- Harrah’s school of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1451. Angelina Lapitan -- Undergraduate Student -- University of Nevada- Las Vegas -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1452. Christine Alquisada -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1453. Kirby Galbraith -- Undergraduate Student -- Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1454. Soler Bean -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts (English) -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1455. Torisha Khonach -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1456. Zachary Brewer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1457. Holly Samayoa -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1458. Elaiza Suarez -- Undergraduate Student -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1459. Willow Valdez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1460. Marcelle Chua -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1461. Priscila Venzor -- Graduate Student -- Boyd Law; School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1462. Yenni Muñoz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1463. Megan Shope -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1464. Jessica Navarrete -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1465. Madeline Novak -- Undergraduate Student -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1466. Kat Fuller -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1467. Alexander Rusche -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1468. Christine Crockett -- Undergraduate Student -- Lee Business School -- University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
1469. Ashley Colson -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Education -- University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
1470. Sonia Portela -- Undergraduate Student -- UNLV -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1471. Calandra Castaneda -- Undergraduate Student -- Fine arts -- University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
1472. Sara Blenkiron -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
1473. Alexandra Garcia Ortiz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
1474. Celeste Tuman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
1475. Elexis Greene-Petrovski -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University
of Nevada, Las Vegas
1476. Charlie Salzman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
1477. Autumn Rose Koppelman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
1478. Arianne Fisher -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- COLA -- University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
1479. Alicia Lay -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
1480. Bianca Cimo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
1481. Eduardo Avelar-Avila -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
1482. Patrick Harris -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
1483. Karen Gu -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of
Nevada, Las Vegas
1484. Mary-Frances Alonzo -- Family Member -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
1485. Eduardo Diaz-Santiago -- Graduate Student -- School of Medicine; Center for Academic
Enrichment & Outreach -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1486. Kyle Delapaz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las
Vegas
1487. Andromeda Hightower -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Education --
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1488. Mackenzie Baack -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Sciences, College of Education,
and College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1489. Yannick Dinulos -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada,
Reno
1490. Julie Cruz-Valle -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada,
Reno
1491. Brandon Scott -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1492. Aimee McAffee -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1493. Taylor Houston -- Graduate Student -- MSW Student -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1494. Jocelyn Simmons -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1495. Karisa Odrunia -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1496. Amaris puppel -- Undergraduate Student -- Lee business -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1497. Ryan Shih -- Alumni -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1498. Melissa Schofield -- Graduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1499. Shannon Saavedra -- Undergraduate Student -- Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1500. Amandee Hua -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1501. Francis Miles Anisco -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1502. Jimmie Manning -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1503. Candace Mays -- Graduate Student -- Boyd Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1504. Rachel Kramer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1505. Jennifer Peterson -- Graduate Student -- CFT -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1506. Kirsten Lambert -- Graduate Student -- College of Educational Psychology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1507. Coree Walker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Chemistry & Biochemistry -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1508. Jason Halim -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1509. Winnie Wu -- Graduate Student -- Law School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1510. Nicholas Pierides -- Graduate Student -- occupational therapy doctorate program -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1511. Kyleigh Ancheta -- Undergraduate Student -- School of nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1512. Samantha Roybal -- Graduate Student -- Greenspun College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1513. Ken Shivler -- Undergraduate Student -- College Of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1514. Sidath Kapukotuwa -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1515. Anthony Wunderlich -- Undergraduate Student -- Greenspun of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1516. Catherine Wade -- Graduate Student -- ORVIS School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Reno
1517. Zuleima Aguilar-Ramirez -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1518. Ashley Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Southern Nevada
1519. Jainely Vallejo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1520. Liuba Williams -- Graduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1521. Jonathan-Isaiah Fernandez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business; UNLV -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1522. Austin Krehbiel -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1523. Dylan Jones -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1524. Sofia Vieira -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1525. Victoria Valenzuela -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1526. Allison Imam-Hedrick -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1527. Gabrielle Hartman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts, College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1528. Solana Kline -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1529. Susanne Mierins -- Family Member -- College of Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1530. Jessica Banda -- Undergraduate Student -- ASA -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1531. Jennifer Crownhart -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- School of Public Policy and Leadership -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1532. Lorenzo Arvisu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1533. Daphne Ng -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1534. Arika Mills -- Family Member -- HDSF -- University of Nevada, Reno
1535. Isaac Goyette -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1536. Yanyao Jiang -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1537. Kalob Pereira -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education & College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1538. Jennifer Velez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1539. Brandon Khamsopha -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1540. Erik Beehn -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1541. Juana Altamira -- Family Member -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1542. Destiny Piel -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1543. Tara Nerida -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- SPH -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1544. Max Phillips -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1545. Mary Josephine Altamira -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1546. Rochelle Aurelio -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1547. Lulu Liu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1548. Amy Cavanaugh -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Department of Biology/Community Health Sciences -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1549. Juliet Alvarez -- Undergraduate Student -- Greenspun College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1550. Kalen de la Garza -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1551. Maria Ramos Gonzalez -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1552. Rosa Diaz -- Graduate Student -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1553. Alycia Calvert -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Department of English -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1554. Martha Ramirez -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1555. Angelina Daniels -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1556. Sarah Sawyer -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1557. Fayth Vega -- Undergraduate Student -- college of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1558. Sarah Keyes -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1559. Robin Smuda -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1560. Payton yi -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1561. Jennifer Gonzalez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1562. Ashly Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Edu. -- Nevada State College
1563. Naya Hudson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts, Honors College, College of Science, University Library -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1564. Brittney Trinh -- Undergraduate Student -- Orvis school of nursing -- University of Nevada, Reno
1565. Sarah Trinh -- Alumni -- College of Business Alum -- University of Nevada, Reno
1566. Xueyi Zhou -- Graduate Student -- COLA -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1567. Jordan de la Garza -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1568. Jamee Obradovich -- Undergraduate Student -- Undecided -- University of Nevada, Reno
1569. Naxaly Enriquez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- Nevada State College
1570. Hana Gutierrez -- Graduate Student -- Unlv School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1571. Layla Ward -- Family Member -- College of Education -- College of Southern Nevada
1572. Kathleen Stansbury -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1573. Jeffrey Hutsler -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1574. Cristina Hernandez -- Alumni -- College of Fine Arts; College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1575. Berenice Hernandez -- Alumni -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1576. EJ Dollaga -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1577. caitlyn ocular -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1578. Merci Silva-Acosta -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1579. Sijia Li -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1580. Solina Ngin -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Nursing -- Nevada State College
1581. Jose Silva -- Undergraduate Student -- Student -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1582. Logan Kennedy -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts and Sciences -- Nevada State College
1583. Glennys Tobey-Wasson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1584. Sam Mitchell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
1585. Yessenia Oseguera -- Undergraduate Student -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1586. Alexis George -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1587. Teddy Nguyen -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1588. Rachelle Conde -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Nursing -- Nevada State College
1589. Alia Shahid -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Nursing -- Nevada State College
1590. Kalkidan Endale -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1591. Daniel Leary -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering, College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1592. Shara Sinatra -- Graduate student / faculty -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1593. William Chounet -- Family Member -- Economics -- University of Nevada, Reno
1594. Alix Goldstein -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1595. Isabella Battistoni -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- Nevada State College
1596. Clare Donohue -- Administrative Faculty -- Academic Advising/LAS Part-Time Instructor -- Nevada State College
1597. Isabella Capriotti -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1598. Jazmin Navarro -- Graduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1599. Alexis Pereyra -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Kinesiology and Nutrition Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1600. Natalie Gonzalez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1601. Melissa Strehlow -- Graduate Student -- Kinesiology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1602. Michael Bauwens -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1603. Oona Robertson -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Liberal Arts-English -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1604. Beatriz Flores -- Graduate Student -- Kirk Kerkorian School Of Medicine at UNLVAI -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1605. Victor Vasquez -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1606. Nicole Shepherd -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business and College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1607. Rebecca Chapin -- Classified Staff -- Division of Philanthropy and Alumni Engagement -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1608. Ginger Tanenhaus -- Classified Staff -- National Supercomputing Institute -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1609. Angelica Benicarlo -- Undergraduate Student -- Division of Educational Outreach -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1610. Stephanie Simoni -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1611. David Cooper -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Physical and Life Sciences -- Nevada State College
1612. Melanie S. Lopez -- Classified Staff -- Dean of Students Office -- University of Nevada, Reno
1613. Daijiana Gardner -- Undergraduate Student -- Honors College & College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1614. Ashley Martinez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1615. Emily Jackson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Department of Biology -- University of Nevada, Reno
1616. Ellie Wilkins -- Classified Staff -- Social Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1617. Kathryn Hill -- Classified Staff -- NA -- University of Nevada, Reno
1618. Valerie Milanes -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Exploratory and Pre-Professional Advising -- University of Nevada, Reno
1619. Alma Hernandez -- Undergraduate Student -- Computer Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1620. Sheri Masini -- Classified Staff -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1621. Theresa Lindsay -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1622. James Fossum -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science - School of Physics -- University of Nevada, Reno
1623. Liam Schneider -- Undergraduate Student -- Visual Media -- Nevada State College
1624. Ryan Jerz -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
1625. Willow Gazard -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1626. Allyson Yuasa -- Undergraduate Student -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1627. Kathleen Callahan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1628. Melanie White -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1629. Fred Hayward -- Undergraduate Student -- College of humanities -- University of Nevada, Reno
1630. Marian Williams -- Classified Staff -- School of Architecture -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1631. Cody Shakespeare -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1632. Shalivia Quintanilla -- Undergraduate Student -- Business -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1633. Alicia Rico -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1634. Kaelyn Griffin -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1635. Kate Kisner -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1636. Issak Delgado -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1637. Arianna Beasley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1638. Esmeralda Carretero -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Ed -- Nevada State College
1639. Sydney Mendoza -- Administrative Faculty -- UNLV Philanthropy & Alumni Engagement -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1640. Leah Devera -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Integrated Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1641. Briana Saldivar -- Undergraduate Student -- Business -- Nevada State College
1642. Dianna Sauced-Chirinos -- Graduate Student -- Student - William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1643. Karla Henricksen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Math Department -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1644. Jeanne Sanders -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1645. Michael Gardner -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1646. Daniela Murillo -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
1647. Shaelyn Dieter -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1648. Nicole Shimabuku -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services and Diversity -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1649. Catherine Polley -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1650. Joel DesOrmeau -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1651. Behrooz Abbasi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1652. Cathe Scott -- Family Member -- Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1653. Vedaja Kuchimanchi -- Graduate Student -- MET -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1654. Rubaiya Murshed -- Graduate Student -- Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1655. Phil Sharp -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1656. Susan Mueller -- Administrative Faculty -- Fine ARts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1657. Jessica Tilton -- Family Member -- NA -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1658. Atsuko Hiyoshi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- World Languages and Cultures -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1659. Warren Cobb -- Administrative Faculty -- Collage of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1660. David Kelsey -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Humanities -- Nevada State College
1661. Caryn Dreibelbis -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- Department of English -- University of Nevada, Reno
1662. Monique Pomerleau -- Family Member -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1663. Huiying Zhang -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1664. Hadia Kalsoom -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1665. Francisco Barajas Jr -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts, Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1666. Saba Ali -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1667. Kellen Parker -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1668. Alyssa Swart -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1669. Hiroko Tadano -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1670. Stephanie Cruz -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- World Languages Department -- University of Nevada, Reno
1671. Paola Benitez Camacho -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
1672. Alex Tewell -- Undergraduate Student -- Social Science Program -- Great Basin College
1673. Jasmine Baik -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1674. Gary Zaepfel -- Family Member -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1675. Sol Del Risco -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1676. Wasim Habib -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1677. Gustavo Rubio -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1678. Joshua Coruna -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1679. Mary Hamilton -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CFA -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1680. Calista Fonduolis -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1681. Allison Brown -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1682. Katherine Durante -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts and Sciences -- Nevada State College
1683. Janice Burke -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1684. Kirsten Barnstorf-DeBord -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1685. Andreana DeVries -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1686. Mandylene Mountain -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1687. Sarah Obal -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1688. Rosy Chavez -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1689. Chevonne Sutter -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Education and Human Development -- University of Nevada, Reno
1690. Stephen Caplan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1691. Monique Rodriguez -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1692. Sarah Voehl -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1693. Prateek Arora -- Graduate Student -- Computer Science and Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1694. Jourdin Wilson -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1695. Caitleen Navarro -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1696. Julia Berman -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1697. Alexia Buono -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Education -- Nevada State College
1698. Laura Flynn -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science, College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1699. Olivia Garrison -- Davidson Academy Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1700. Hana de Queiroz -- Davidson Academy Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1701. Kentia Kalanaki -- Davidson Academy Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1702. Betsua Garcia-Trujillo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1703. Shannon Sumpter -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1704. Arya Udry -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1705. David Fott -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1706. Margo Odlum -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1707. Susan Byrne -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1708. Chloe White -- Middle/High school student -- n/a -- University of Nevada, Reno
1709. Michael Green -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1710. Thalia Waldron -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy Student -- University of Nevada, Reno
1711. Amy Tureen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1712. Susan Mueller -- Administrative Faculty -- Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1713. Brett Gleason -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1714. Debra Martin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1715. Qing Wu -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1716. Maggie Farrell -- Dean -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1717. Ariel Santos -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Department of Interdisciplinary, Gender, and Ethnic Studies -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1718. Stephanie Willes -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1719. Erik Lindland -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1720. Susie Skarl -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1721. Jeff Gelfer -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1722. Katie Leung -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1723. Diego Vega -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Music -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1724. Rodabeh Boroumand -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1725. Alfredo Fernandez-Gonzalez -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1726. Kate Ksobiech -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1727. Mary-Ann Overcamp-Martini -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1728. Sarah Ramos -- postdoctoral fellow -- PRACTICE -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1729. Joel Snyder -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1730. David Reyes -- Administrative Faculty -- Foundation -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1731. Angela Ayers -- Administrative Faculty -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1732. Robert Gregor -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Integrated Health Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1733. Doris Blackwell -- Classified Staff -- Provost -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1734. Christina Molina -- Administrative Faculty -- Academic Advising -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1735. Kathryn Houk -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries, School of Medicine Library -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1736. Kristian Thymianos -- Classified Staff -- The Lincy Institute and Brookings Mountain West -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1737. Julia Silvernail -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Integrated Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Matthew Petrie -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Boo Shan Tseng -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Kenia Medina -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Michelle Hogan -- Administrative Faculty -- Human Resources -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Scott Miller -- Administrative Faculty -- Purchasing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Amy Reed-Sandoval -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Xin Zhang -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Sam Kardasz -- Administrative Faculty -- Kerkorian School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Ernesto Abel-Santos -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Pranava Moody -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Annette Wammack Mullis -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Ryan Browar -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Mohsen Jahandardoost -- Graduate Student -- Mechanical Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Joshua Island -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Kim Kaplan -- Administrative Faculty -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Ivet Aldaba -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Greenspun College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Spencer Steinberg -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Jing Nong Liang -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Integrated Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Matthew Moody -- Undergraduate Student -- CSN -- College of Southern Nevada
Du Feng -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Tamara Scronce -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of the Arts, College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
Riley Jones -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Science, Biology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Loren Harper -- Classified Staff -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
David Kreamer -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1762. Alice Corkill -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1763. Janet Hollinger -- Administrative Faculty -- VP of Undergraduate Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1764. Olivia Williamson -- Graduate Student -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1765. Jenn Chandler -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1766. Andrew Nicholson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1767. Norma Saldivar -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1768. Ladbon Rabijahed -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1769. Janice Pluth -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Integrated Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1770. Melikabella Shenouda -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts; College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1771. Aisun Tseng -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1772. Sarah Mae Agbilay -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1773. Dory Mizrachi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1774. Libna Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1775. T.L. Sanchez -- NSHE Staff -- SDM Clinical Business Office -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1776. Yetunde Oyesakin -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1777. James Woodbridge -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1778. Tina Sanchez -- Family Member -- Automotive Program -- College of Southern Nevada
1779. Shaoan Zhang -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1780. Trish Harrison -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Information Technology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1781. Brenda Buck -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1782. Matthew Pusko -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1783. Gregorio Robles -- Classified Staff -- Greenspan school of journalism -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1784. Cheryl Radelifg -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Education, Behavioral and Social Sciences -- College of Southern Nevada
1785. Kyle Kithas -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1786. Alison Sloat -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1787. Sharolyn Pollard-Durodola -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1788. Carryn Warren -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1789. Sara Tausendfreund -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1790. Ciara Alagao -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1791. Aisha Ratanapool -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts, English Department -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1792. Ishan le Panda -- Student at DA -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1793. Donnamarie Krause -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- SIHS -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1794. Henry Selvaraj -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1795. Christopher Perkins -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1796. Hong Sun -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1797. Kurt Regner -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1798. Karu Hangawatte -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1799. HASSAN ZIADA -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Dental Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1800. Andrew Smith -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1801. Deborah Arteaga -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1802. Kay Kindred -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1803. Jessica Ogens -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1804. Tessa Clawson -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1805. Marian Alper -- Administrative Faculty -- UNLV Foundation -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1806. Aaliah Barrera Garcia -- Undergraduate Student -- College of liberal arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1807. Janis McKay -- Administrative Faculty -- Vice Dean, College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1808. Jordan Forest -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1809. Dwight Kazee -- TMC Ticket Office Event Staff -- Thomas and Mack Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1810. Lauryn Brown -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1811. Rainier Porter -- Davidson Academy Student -- Davidson Academy of Nevada -- University of Nevada, Reno
1812. Laura Book -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1813. Ileana Jara -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- World Languages and Cultures -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1814. Philipp Penalber -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1815. Gigi Loera -- Undergraduate Student -- student -- Great Basin College
1816. Alex De Jack -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1817. Alexander Davi -- Student at the Davidson academy -- Davidson academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1818. Samir Moujaes -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1819. Nick Gladding -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
1820. Sandra Candel -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Ed -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1821. Krithika Devi -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1822. Jun Kang -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1823. Stefani Relles -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1824. Aliya Gallardo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1825. Mary Wammack -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1826. Lily Larsen -- Undergraduate Student -- CABNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1827. Shelly Yang -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1828. Eriakah Buenaventura -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1829. Michael Jarett -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1830. Kami Larsen -- Alumni -- UNSOM -- University of Nevada, Reno
1831. Dan Rugotzke -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Information Technology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1832. Brian Larsen -- Family Member -- UNR -- University of Nevada, Reno
1833. Barbara Williams -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1834. Noah Drymalski -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1835. Marcus Rothenberger -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1836. Mykola Suk -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- CFA -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1837. Chloe Bernardo -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1838. Saman Jamshidi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Architecture -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1839. Kymberly Mellen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1840. Vance Mellen -- Adjunct Faculty -- College of Fine Arts, Film -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1841. Tara Lynberg -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1842. Jessica Brandonisio -- Undergraduate Student -- Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1843. Sergio Guzman -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Arts and Letters -- College of Southern Nevada
1844. Carlos Cortez -- Alumni -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1845. Zach Thomas -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1846. Madison Tran -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1847. Lily Vetter -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College or Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1848. Isabella Tran -- Non Degree Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1849. Eric Michael -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1850. Justin Sakamoto -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1851. Hokwon Cho -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1852. Chelsea Heinbach -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1853. Meitong Wu -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
1854. Betzania Ocampo -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1855. Mehmet Erdem -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1856. Jossue Salas -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1857. Addie Rolnick -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1858. Tiffany Salas -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1859. Cheryl Johnston -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1860. Jonathan McDow -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
1861. Katiayna Miller -- Alumni -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1862. Christine Clark -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1863. Valerie King -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1864. Robin Reinke -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Dental Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1865. Michael Amesquita -- Administrative Faculty -- Housing & Residential Life -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1866. Kay Sim -- Graduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1867. Zhonghai Ding -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1868. Carrieann Cahall -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1869. Hyunhwa Lee -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1870. Shannon Harger -- Graduate Student -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Reno
1871. Akira Terry -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Public Safety -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1872. Jennifer Angulo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1873. Alysha Cancino -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
1874. Jeffrey Stempel -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1875. Terrence Young -- Undergraduate Student -- Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1876. Michelle Robinette -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1877. Arisa Tongco -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1878. Emma Bloomfield -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Greenspun College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1879. David Christianson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Hospitality College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1880. Mary Bondmass -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1881. Paul Schollmeier -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- COLA -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1882. Shavonne Gramkow -- Classified Staff -- Delivery Services -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1883. Cam Johnson -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1884. Payal Sharma -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1885. Katherine Zander -- Family Member -- Mom to students in College of Liberal Arts and College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1886. John Filler -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1887. Casandra Muñoz -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1888. Chris cuckberg -- Administrative Faculty -- Feminist studies -- University of Nevada, Reno
1889. Maria Silva -- Classified Staff -- Student Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1890. Hilair Chism -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
1891. Brandon Durham -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1892. Gretchen Andrew -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1893. Cheryl Kelton -- Classified Staff -- Hospitality Advising -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1894. John Cupo -- Classified Staff -- Facilities -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1895. Marie Padilla -- Classified Staff -- KSOM -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1896. Tory Spence -- Graduate Student -- Physician Assistant Program -- University of Nevada, Reno
1897. Dylan Devine -- Alumni -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1898. Barbara Henderson -- Administrative Faculty -- Human Resources -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1899. Jill Weigel -- Administrative Faculty -- Advising -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1900. Francesca Marineo -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1901. Karina Castro -- Graduate Student -- Master of Physician Assistant Studies -- University of Nevada, Reno
1902. Erin Messer -- Administrative Faculty -- Business Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1903. Blair Rogers -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts- History Department -- University of Nevada, Reno
1904. Abigail Foster -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1905. Debbie Pattni -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1906. Tammi Kim -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1907. Brian Cordova -- Professional Staff -- Geoscience -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1908. Sam Leif -- Administrative Faculty -- Summer Term -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1909. Osra O’Neal -- Administrative Faculty -- Kirk Kerkorian School of Medicine, UNLV -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1910. DeLyle Bowen -- Administrative Faculty -- Faculty Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1911. Stefani Evans -- Administrative Faculty -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1912. Carlene Hart -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1913. Mikayla Vasquez -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1914. Cameron Fuson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Research and Innovation -- University of Nevada, Reno
1915. Bridget Tallsalt -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Admissions -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1916. Kim Seifert -- Classified Staff -- Business Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1917. Anthea Zander -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1918. Francisco Orozco Maciel -- Classified Staff -- UNLV Controller’s Office -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1919. Tina Burnam -- Administrative Faculty -- Business Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1920. Maggie Bahrmase -- Administrative Faculty -- Philanthropy and Alumni Engagement -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1921. Diana Espinoza -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1922. Oliver Tschauner -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1923. Rebecca Scott -- Classified Staff -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1924. Danielle Roth-Johnson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Interdisciplinary, Gender & Ethnic Studies -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1925. Timothy Fochs -- Undergraduate Student -- Engineering, LOA Employee -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1926. Amanda Howard -- Graduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1927. Isabelle Sutherland -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
1928. Tomas Capaldi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1929. Cristen Ephlin -- Administrative Faculty -- Division of Educational Outreach -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1930. Carrie Underwood -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1931. Lesley Duenas -- Classified Staff -- Academic Advising -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1932. Michael Gorsline -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Dept of World Languages and Cultures -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1933. Cyrus Zarganj -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1934. Tamar Peterson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1935. Kevin McVay -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1936. Lori Church -- Administrative Faculty -- Business Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1937. Jacob Parenti -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1938. Tina Brown -- Undergraduate Student -- TMCC -- Truckee Meadows Community College
1939. Matthew Montalto -- Administrative Faculty -- Graduate College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1940. Louise Baloun -- Classified Staff -- UNLV Foundation -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1941. Jaidyn MacDonald -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
1942. Peter Gray -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1943. Donald Revell -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1944. Christopher DeFelice -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1945. James Cheng -- Administrative Faculty -- Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1946. Bonnie Brucato -- Administrative Faculty -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1947. Heng-Wei Cheng -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1948. Jerry Schefcik -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1949. Anicia Antonio -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1950. Kristin Vierra -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1951. Nathalie Martinez -- Classified Staff -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1952. Andrea Wirth -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1953. Kara Radzak -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of integrated health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1954. Sabina Malik -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1955. Zoie Yell -- Graduate Student and Instructor -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1956. Kim Barchard -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1957. Blanca Rincón -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1958. Eugenia Weiss -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
1959. Esther Herrera -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Hospitality -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1960. Matthew Ivie -- Administrative Faculty -- Business Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1961. Nicole Stella -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of the Provost -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1962. Danielle Scott -- Graduate Student -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1963. Solena Mednicoff -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Psychology -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1964. Lei Yang -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Reno
1965. Casey Hall -- Classified Staff -- COS -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1966. Azra Ozdemir -- Graduate Student -- UNLV - Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1967. Marlon Urquico -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Liberal Arts Wilson Advising Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1968. Amanda Nieland -- Undergraduate Student -- Stage and Screen Acting program -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1969. Cole Nasrallah -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Social Sciences -- College of Southern Nevada
1970. Christine Bergman -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Hospitality College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1971. Heidi Shelton -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Integrated Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1972. Christine Bergman -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Hospitality College -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1973. Linda Johnson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1974. Isabel Pruett -- Undergraduate Student -- Neuroscience student -- University of Nevada, Reno
1975. Carola Raab -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Hospitality Management -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1976. Jimmy Jones -- Administrative Faculty -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1977. Shane Gammon -- Administrative Faculty -- Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1978. Barb Painter -- Family Member -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1979. Charmaine Pasalo -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1980. Sotodeh Ebrahimi -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1981. Kirk Silvernail -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1982. Judith Ryerson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1983. Robin Grove -- Classified Staff -- College of Sciences Advising Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1984. Brianna Oki -- Undergraduate Student -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Reno
1985. Alina Viramontes -- Alumni -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1986. James Cavanaugh -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1987. Liam Frink -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- COLA -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1989. Nicholai Vidanes -- Undergraduate Student -- Undergraduate student in the University of Nevada Reno -- University of Nevada, Reno
1990. Katherine Feather -- Family Member -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1991. Cian McMahon -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1992. Clemens Heske -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1993. Samantha Coogan -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Integrated Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1994. Kathleen Bergquist -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1995. Madison Tataseo -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1996. Kamille Soderstrom -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
1997. Sophia Vanerio -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1998. Sayaka Shichiri -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
1999. Caitlin Gillogly -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2000. Taylor Daniels -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2001. Minwoo Cho -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2002. Emma Tamashiro -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2003. Kassandra Corpuz -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2004. Monae Bogan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2005. Mia Alvarez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2006. Suq Madiq -- Undergraduate Student -- Undeclared, General Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2007. Wolfgang Bein -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Department of Computer Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2008. Haley Teel -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2009. Brett Kingery -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Information Technology -- University of Nevada, Reno
2010. Elise-Adelaide Hamann -- Undergraduate Student -- College of fine arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2011. Jade Hickman -- Graduate Student -- School of Public Health -- University of Nevada, Reno
2012. Gayana Davis -- Undergraduate Student -- -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2013. Castor Cruz -- Classified Staff -- Staff -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2014. Shuhan he -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2015. Aaron Mueller -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Engineering -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2016. Jennifer Yeh -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2017. Katherine Kauder -- UNLV Health Pediatric Clinic -- UNLV Health Pediatric Clinic -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2018. Anjali Norton -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2019. Tanya Robertson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2020. Qian Lin -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2021. Jennifer Rennels -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2022. Christine Minor -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2023. Jennifer Medina -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
2024. Olga Jeffrey -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- WLC -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2025. Jade Trudr -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2026. Priscilla Finley -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2027. Kallie Mendoza Monzon -- Undergraduate Student -- Dual major: Architecture and Biology -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2028. Rebecca Bosetti -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2029. Shanna Kinzel -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2030. Paul THistle -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2031. Lois Kazee -- Part time TMC staff -- Thomas & Mack Ticket Office -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2032. Demecina Beehn -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Art department -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2033. Connor McMillan -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts; Theatre Tech/Design -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2034. Mason Troyer -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2035. Han-fen Hu -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2036. Maira Miranda -- Undergraduate Student -- Reynolds School Of Journalism -- University of Nevada, Reno
2037. Toni McGraw -- Administrative Faculty -- eLearning -- College of Southern Nevada
2038. David McGraw -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Online Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2039. Lindsay Narcisa -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Health Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2040. Sydney may -- Undergraduate Student -- College of fine arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2041. Jayde Leonard -- Undergraduate Student -- College of business -- University of Nevada, Reno
2042. Nicholas DiMeo -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2043. Sheetal Survase -- Administrative Faculty -- Academic Advising -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2044. Paulina Andrade -- Graduate Student -- William S. Boyd School of Law -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2045. Marti Grill -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Early Childhood, Multilingual and Special Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2046. Madison Stacy -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
2047. Kayla Lee -- Undergraduate Student -- Davidson Academy -- University of Nevada, Reno
2048. Nicole Honold -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2049. Andy Yu -- Undergraduate Student -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2050. Kara Savant -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
2051. Olivia Cheche -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2052. Cyndi Backstrom -- Administrative Faculty -- Kirk Kerkorian School of Medicine -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2053. Cheryl Cardoza -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts Division -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2054. Ashleigh Faulstich -- Graduate Student -- Physician Assistant Studies -- University of Nevada, Reno
2055. Nancy O'Neal -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Business -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2056. Cameron Tuttle -- Graduate Student at UNR and Administrative Faculty at TMCC -- UNR, TMCC -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2057. Dan Hooper -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Math department -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2058. Vanessa Mann -- Classified Staff -- UNLV Athletics Department - Thomas & Mack Center -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2059. Lisa Buehler -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Business & Social Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2060. Barbara Lynn Joy -- Alumni -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Reno
2061. Justin Casey Feltersnatch -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Business -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2062. Ana Gudino Perez -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2063. Ashley Brock -- Undergraduate Student -- College of the Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
2064. Lars Jensen -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Physical Science and Math -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2065. Jillian Kiefer -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2066. Rudolf Hess -- Family Member -- college of science -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2067. Maddie Cantrell -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2068. Kion Johnson -- Undergraduate Student -- Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2069. Daniel Ledesma -- Undergraduate Student -- College of science -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2070. Lauren Brown -- Administrative Faculty -- College of education and human development -- University of Nevada, Reno
2071. Anthony Barone -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2072. Malak Charara -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Liberal Arts and Science -- Nevada State College
2073. Deborah Oakley -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- School of Architecture -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2074. Louisa McDonald -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2075. Susan Elbe -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2076. Susan Lundahl -- Administrative Faculty -- Information Technology -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2077. James P New -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Division of Technical Sciences -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2078. Nina Miller -- Graduate Student -- College of Science -- University of Nevada, Reno
2079. Clarissa Stout -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Public Health, College of Science, on campus student worker -- University of Nevada, Reno
2080. Cesar Lozano -- Classified Staff -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2081. Megan Hullinger -- Administrative Faculty -- College of Sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2082. Anne Marie Abruscato -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Urban Affairs -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2083. Kira Tran -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Undergraduate Research -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2084. Jill Racicot -- Administrative Faculty -- School of Nursing -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2085. Denisse Merino -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Student Services -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2086. Robin Griffin -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Liberal Arts Division -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2087. Alicia Reyes -- Graduate Student -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Reno
2088. Dylan Cabico -- Graduate Student -- School of Architecture -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2089. Cory Lampert -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- University Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2090. Cheryl Woehr -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Counseling -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2091. Tam Villar -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2092. Lael Eckman -- Administrative Faculty -- Adult Basic Education -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2093. Mary Rose Stark -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Admissions -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2094. Randall Boone -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Education -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2095. Toni Chance -- Administrative Faculty & Part-time Instructor -- School of Social Work -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2096. Natalie Russell -- Administrative Faculty -- Division of Liberal Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2097. Conrad Wong -- Administrative Faculty -- Web Services -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2098. Irene Goya -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- KSOM -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2099. Peyton Coronas -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of the Registrar -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2100. Jessica Obermiller -- Graduate Student -- CLA -- University of Nevada, Reno
2101. Donovan Scott -- Alumni -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2102. Danielle Kowal -- Administrative Faculty -- Office of Financial Aid and Scholarships -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2103. Sarina Cervacio -- Undergraduate Student -- College of Fine Arts -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2104. Danny Lee -- Undergraduate Student -- Latinx studies -- University of Nevada, Reno
2105. Sophia Navarrete -- Undergraduate Student -- College of health sciences -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2106. Imelda Gonzalez -- Administrative Faculty -- Student Services -- Truckee Meadows Community College
2107. Naomi Thompson -- Classified Staff -- UNLV Foundation -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2108. Saeyoung Chang -- Administrative Faculty -- Lee Business School -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2109. Annie Trinh -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- College of Liberal Arts -- University of Nevada, Reno
2110. Amber Sewell -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Libraries -- University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2111. Jared Sorenson -- Faculty/Instructor/LOA -- Visual and Performing Arts -- Truckee Meadows Community College

[Signatures collected from 2/10/2022 through 2/16/2022. Updated signature list at: https://forms.gle/o3siZjzLZJoyJL6D8]
Public comment submitted through NSHE Online form

Public Comment for the Board of Regents Special Meeting, February 17, 2022

Email: cruzalan2018@gmail.com
Name: Alan Cruz
Address:
Phone Number:
Representing someone other than yourself?:
Meeting: Board of Regents Special Meeting
Meeting Date: February 17, 2022
Agenda Item: Conclusion of Internal Complaint Investigation
In Favor / Opposed / Other: No Position stated – Concerned or Neutral
Comment:
As a student and Las Vegan, born and raised, it would be an irresponsible misstep to allow Trustees Carter & McAdoo to return back to their officer positions. They have displayed unprofessional behavior and engaged in ethical violations that should not warrant their return to their seats.

The entire board needs to reconcile and unite together for the good of our public education system in Nevada – but it would not be helpful to have two individuals who are clearly problematic and unethical. Folks need to be held accountable, but they also need to face the consequences of their actions.

Agreed that all the information above is true and accurate: Yes

--
This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Nevada System of Higher Education (https://nshe.nevada.edu)
Public comment submitted through NSHE Online form

Public Comment for the Board of Regents Special Meeting, February 17, 2022

Email: Katherine.Keller@unlv.edu

Name: Katherine Keller

Address: 

Phone Number:

Representing someone other than yourself?:

Meeting: Board of Regents Special Meeting

Meeting Date: February 17, 2022

Agenda Item: Mask mandate

In Favor / Opposed / Other: In Favor

Comment:

I work for University Libraries. Our service desks require working in close proximity. Since Dec, 3 of my student workers have come down with Covid. Because we followed the mask mandate, it was not shared from the infected person to the rest of the the office, even though we worked side by side for extended periods with our teammates. One of my students had her 2 housemates get sick. My student wore her mask inside her house, and never got sick.

Masks work.

Let us not be a part of not placing additional burden on hospital staff. Let us not cause additional stress and strain on already understaffed front line service points.

Wearing masks, like wearing seatbelts, is the right thing to do. It is past time for NSHE & the Board of Regents to do the right thing for the health, welfare, and safety of the NSHE community.

Thank you.
Public comment submitted through NSHE Online form

Public Comment for the Board of Regents Special Meeting, February 17, 2022

Email: ceo@elkonevada.com
Name: Billie Crapo
Address:
Phone Number:
Representing someone other than yourself?:
Meeting: Board of Regents Special Meeting
Meeting Date: February 17, 2022
Agenda Item: Conclusion of Internal Complaint Investigation
In Favor / Opposed / Other: No Position stated – Concerned or Neutral
Comment:

I'm reaching out in support of Regent Cathy McAdoo. I have had the pleasure of knowing Regent McAdoo for many years. We worked together when she was member of the Elko Area Chamber as the Executive Director of PACE Coalition, and later when she was Chamber Board Member. Cathy has the distinction of not only being a strong leader, but she also cares deeply for others. I have never seen anyone as pleased and honored as the day she was elected to the Board of Regents. She saw this opportunity as a way to create opportunities for underserved students and improve education in Nevada, especially the rural areas. Cathy has a passion for the State of Nevada and the Higher Education. I find Regent McAdoo to be fair and ethical, mentoring me as I took over the leadership role at the Chamber. She always had our community and the Chamber's best interest at heart. Cathy is an asset to our education system and I hope she is allowed to continue as a Regent.

Agreed that all the information above is true and accurate: Yes

--
This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Nevada System of Higher Education
Public comment submitted through NSHE Online form

Public Comment for the Board of Regents Special Meeting, February 17, 2022

Email: estiles@unr.edu
Name: Erin Stiles
Address: 
Phone Number: 
Representing someone other than yourself?:
Meeting: Board of Regents Special Meeting
Meeting Date: February 17, 2022
Agenda Item: Reinstate mask requirement
In Favor / Opposed / Other: No Position stated – Concerned or Neutral
Comment:

I am requesting the Board of Regents consider a mask requirement for all NSHE campuses for the remainder of the semester or until we are in low transmission in our various communities. We have many medically vulnerable and/or immunocompromised faculty and students who are now in danger every time they step foot in a classroom. Most of our classrooms are not well ventilated. There are currently no Covid19 mitigation efforts in place at our universities. Faculty who are trying to prioritize safety by moving to Zoom or asking students to mask are not permitted to do so. Please put the health of our campus communities first.

Agreed that all the information above is true and accurate: Yes

--
This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Nevada System of Higher Education (https://nshe.nevada.edu)
Public comment submitted through NSHE Online form

Public Comment for the Board of Regents Special Meeting, February 17, 2022

Email: gretadejong@mac.com

Name: Greta de Jong

Address:

Phone Number:

Representing someone other than yourself?:

Meeting: Board of Regents Special Meeting

Meeting Date: February 17, 2022

Agenda Item: General Public Comment

In Favor / Opposed / Other: No Position stated – Concerned or Neutral

Comment:

On February 10 Governor Sisolak caved to political pressures and lifted Nevada’s mask mandate even though COVID test positivity rates and transmission rates remain high throughout the state. Faculty and students at NSHE institutions, who must spend long periods of time among large groups of people indoors in crowded classrooms, are understandably upset. Section 6 of the governor’s directive states: “Nothing in this Directive shall be interpreted to prohibit any local health authority, local government entity, school district, charter or private school, private business or employer, or other person or entity from enacting a policy that requires the use of face coverings.” Yet NSHE and administrators at UNR, where I work, have ignored this section of the directive, instead issuing blanket prohibitions on such actions and falsely claiming that the law does not allow them to impose stricter COVID mitigation measures than the state. Faculty who have tried to ensure their own and students’ safety by continuing to require masks in their classrooms have been harassed and intimidated by administrators. The lack of leadership at all levels on this issue has created conflict and chaos that interferes with student learning. The Board of Regents must act to either reinstate the mask mandate systemwide or allow institutions and faculty some leeway to take sensible public health measures where community transmission of COVID-19 remains high.
Public comment submitted through NSHE Online form

Public Comment for the Board of Regents Special Meeting, February 17, 2022

Email: magdalenacallejas@nevada.unr.edu

Name: Magdalena Callejas

Address:

Phone Number:

Representing someone other than yourself?:

Meeting: Board of Regents Special Meeting

Meeting Date: February 17, 2022

Agenda Item: General Public Comment

In Favor / Opposed / Other: No Position stated – Concerned or Neutral

Comment:

Our University Regent system is broken and is not serving our students or our community. Several regents have blatant disregard for the safety of our campuses and have created hostile environments. We deserve regents that do not spew hateful or racist comments, intimidate their constituents by open-carrying guns at public meetings, or who align themselves with the Proud Boys. As representatives of one of the most diverse states in the nation, they are not fit to serve on our Board of Regents. Recent examples that have come to light include clear violations in representing the constituents they serve. Action must be taken.

Agreed that all the information above is true and accurate: Yes

--
This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Nevada System of Higher Education (https://nshe.nevada.edu)
I'm deeply concerned by the actions and statement taken by members of the elected NSHE body. After I shared a petition calling on two regents to resign, I've been shocked by the number of university employees who have reached out to share their own horror stories of enduring racism, sexism, and intimidation from some of the regents…specifically Patrick J. Boylan and Byron Brooks. We can not wait for another election, they need to resign now.

Agreed that all the information above is true and accurate: Yes